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ABSTRACT 
 
 The rise of popularity in Social Network Platforms has led language researchers to 
explore the effectiveness of Social Network Sites (SNS) in providing learners with opportunities 
for language practice and learning. In the literature, there has been a consensus towards the 
usefulness of SNS tools in language learning and practice (Reinhardt, 2019). On the other hand, 
coined in the 90s by Bonny Norton, investment has been a growing concept in SLA. Investment 
in L2 learning has been demonstrated through qualitative studies exploring the intersection of 
socio-economic factors and language learning in different contexts. To refine the notion of 
investment to better accommodate the constant changes of globalization and digital platforms, 
Darvin and Norton (2015) developed a model of investment to encompass ideology, capital, and 
identity, emphasizing the role of these aspects in affording learners with ways to position 
themselves in their communities. While most of the literature explores investment in L2 learning 
in ESL contexts, studies on investment in EFL contexts are limited. 
The present qualitative study explores four Egyptian Twitter users’ use of English to 
better position themselves and express their identities on Twitter. Approximately 3000 tweets are 
gathered from Twitter and coded in relation to the topics they tweet about and the language they 
tweet in. After coding the tweets, interviews were conducted with the participants to further 
triangulate the data exploring their experiences in relation to the topics they tweet about and the 
languages they tweet in. Results show that while Arabic is their native language, using English 
has afforded them a different identity, one that offers opportunities for self-expression and 
acceptance of change and other cultures. The implication of this study highlights how the L2 can 
afford learners opportunities to position themselves inside and outside the language classroom, 
which may affect their investment in their L2. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Since the dawn of humanity, and before the invention of the internet, humans have 
developed different methods and technologies to communicate. Humans experienced 
communicating by writing on walls, then via the telegraph, then passing notes and creating codes 
in order to communicate in secret societies (Standage, 2013). Several decades ago, upon the 
creation of the internet, there was the potential for increased opportunities for interaction and 
communication, but actual use was extremely limited and uncommon (Reinhardt, J., 2019). It 
was in the mid-2000s that applications like MySpace and Facebook launched as single interfaces 
for accessing news, interacting with other users, creating personal profiles and connecting these 
profiles to others they knew or desired to interact with. Other social networking websites focused 
on media creation, connecting, and sharing soon followed, including Flickr, YouTube and 
Twitter. Although some social networking websites have endured over time, others only existed 
for a period of time, and are no longer used by people today. Nevertheless, between 2010 - 2018, 
it has been estimated that there has been an increase of social media users from 0.97 billion to 
2.6 billion users worldwide (Statistia, 2018). Of the various social networking websites existing 
today, Twitter ranks as one of the most commonly used, experiencing an increase of users from 
30 million users in 2010 to 330 million users in 2019 (Statistia, 2019).  
In 2011 Twitter experienced a 52% increase in the number of Egyptian users upon the 
rise of the Arab Spring revolutions, particularly the 25th of January Revolution that took place in 
Egypt in January, 2011 (Seksek, 2011). Social media played a significant role in the rise of the 
Egyptian revolution. The largely state-owned, pro-regime media continued to misrepresent the 
number and agenda of the protestors, and it was social media that facilitated spreading news, live 
videos, and information among protestors and to the rest of the country. The effectiveness of 
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social media in disseminating information led the regime to ban Facebook and Twitter from use 
in an attempt to stop this spread of information. Wael Ghonim, an organizer of the 2011 
revolution, explains this importance as “if there was no social network, [the revolution] would 
have never been sparked. Without Facebook, without Twitter, without Google, without 
YouTube, this would never have happened” (Ghonim, 2012).  Many Egyptians joined Twitter in 
order to connect with other protestors in the revolution.  
Oh, Eom, & Rao (2015) argue that Twitter enables an “executable technolinguistic 
grammatical feature for collective sense making. It helps identify clusters of focal themes and 
makes them rise to the surface among a whole population of chaotic tweets … a hashataged word 
automatically turns into a clickable hyperlink” (p. 213). This feature in Twitter reorganized the 
tweets in an accessible, simple format that drew users’ attention to any trending news on live 
escalations and updates among protestors. This eventually encouraged others to join the 
demonstrations in Tahrir Square, Cairo, Egypt, which ultimately led to the resignation of former 
president Hosni Mubarak and the establishment of a new government” (Garza, 2010, p. 124). 
During this historic event, hashtags including “#Egypt” “#Jan25”, “#Mubarak” and “#Tahrir” 
were the most prominent hashtags trending, and they drew attention to the revolution, and gave 
the Egyptian people a voice that was not confined to the Egyptian streets or represented only by 
the Egyptian media (Oh , Eom, & Rao, 2015). A fresh community was created as a result of this 
event among these Twitter users, as they shared similar interests and ideologies and fought for 
the same cause. After the revolution, as part of this Twitter community, a significant number of 
active Twitter users during the revolution remained active, continuing their participation as other 
political events unfolded, and between those events they shared their daily
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Coined by Braj Kachru, an expanding circle country is where English does not hold any administrative status, is a 
lingua franca and is studied as a foreign language.      3 
  
lives and created friendships through bonding over TV shows, daily struggles, and being 
Egyptian. From here, a small community of Egyptian Twitter users bloomed. 
Most of these Egyptian Twitter users have reported in their tweets that they reside in 
Egypt, and as I have observed through the years, they use English, Arabic, and codeswitch 
between English and Arabic as their languages of communicating with one another. Since Egypt 
is an expanding circle country1, daily communication for necessities in the non-virtual Egyptian 
community does not require the use of English to complete daily tasks such as buying groceries 
or buying a cinema ticket. Even in the government, the official language of communication and 
all legislation and paperwork is Arabic. However, among these young Egyptian Twitter users, 
English is used more than it is used in non-virtual Egyptian communities. This raises the 
question of why Egyptian Twitter users use English in their tweets, how this reflects on their 
identities and ideologies, and how frequently they use English alongside Arabic on Twitter.  
Ultimately, the goal of this study is to explore the use of English among Egyptian Twitter 
users and their investment in using English. It sheds some light on the language patterns they 
use, why they use it, and the affordances that English provides that they might not find in Arabic. 
By doing so, this study reflects on how Twitter and other social networking sites and services 
(SNS) tools provide a medium for language practice which may not be provided in other 
informal and formal learning contexts. 
In the second chapter, a literature review will explore some of the current studies on the 
use of SNS tools in language learning, the role of investment and how learners position 
themselves inside and outside the language classroom compared to Twitter, and code switching 
in written speech. Chapter three will detail the methodology used in this study to obtain the 
results illustrated in the fourth chapter. The fourth chapter will also provide a brief overview of
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the daily lives of Egyptians relevant to this study in relation to the results. Finally, the fifth 
chapter will provide the conclusion for this study. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
This literature review explores a section of the existing research surrounding the topics of 
using SNS tools in language acquisition, and its utilization by language teachers and researchers. 
In addition, it synthesizes the research surrounding the role of identity and investment in 
language learning, and how it influenced the research code in the methodology section. The final 
section will illustrate how the literature on the different models of code switching among 
bilingual speakers relates to the methods section of this study. 
1. Blogs, SNS Tools and Second Language Acquisition  
The increase in the amount of social network use has presented new opportunities for 
educators to utilize the interest of youth in social networking to their advantage. Language 
researchers and teachers experimented with the effectiveness of these tools in providing users 
with opportunities for language learning and practice (Reinhardt, 2019; Wang & Vásquez, 2012). 
In these two works, the authors found that more than 87 studies from the early 2000s until 2019 
had been conducted on different SNS platforms to explore the opportunities provided for 
language development. Most studies came to a consensus on the effectiveness of these tools in 
facilitating language learning and practice, as these studies have reported that computer mediated 
communication (CMC) led to an increase in learner’s output production, exposed learners to a 
wider range of cultural discourses, and increased learner fluency (Reinhardt, 2019; Wang & 
Vásquez, 2012).  The studies were both descriptive and experimental in nature, and the current 
literature features a small number of studies that explore the raw interactions between second 
language speakers on social media and its role in language learning without teacher intervention 
or research experimentation, often referred to as Informal Language Learning. 
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Social media “usually refers to any application or technology through which users 
participate in, create, and share media resources and practices with other users by means of 
digital networking” (Reinhardt, 2019, p.3). Blogs, Wikis and other SNS platforms are the digital 
platforms on which studies have been conducted in relation to language learning. Blogs are 
“journal-like websites comprised of dated posts … often with threaded comments under each 
post” (Reinhardt, 2019, p. 5). They include the use of links, multimedia, and essays. As for 
Wikis, they are “collaborative websites which can be directly edited merely by using a web 
browser, often by anyone with access to it” (Reinhardt, 2019, p. 12). While blogs highlight 
individual authorship and the emphasis of personality, wikis promote collaborative authorship 
between users. During the early 2000s, although significantly different, these two digital 
platforms were most common among internet users, as they were one of the interests in second 
language acquisition studies.  
To explore the role of blogs in second language (L2) learning, Alm (2009) provided 20 
participants with the task of writing a reflective journal in the L2 for 12 weeks, giving them a 
choice to either use a handwritten workbook or use a blog to write their reflections. 16 
participants reported using their blog to complete the task, posting not only pictures and videos 
to record their entries, but also podcasts in the L2. The study concludes that blogs provide 
learners an opportunity for cultural learning, literacy, identity development and learner autonomy 
(Alm, 2009; Reinhardt, 2019). Moreover, Ducate & Lomicka (2005) add to the list of blogging 
advantages the affordance of both reader and writer interacting with one another, regardless of 
where they reside worldwide. Blogging also helps create a sense of community, as each blog 
reflects the personality of the blogger and therefore, contact is initiated based on mutual, genuine 
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interest. Recently, blogging in its lengthy form has been slowly declining in favor of using other 
SNS tools, and among those with broad popularity is Twitter. 
Twitter, launched in 2006, is a social media application which allows its users to publish 
very short posts called “tweets.” The main idea was to allow users to tweet using their mobile 
phones, and therefore characters were limited to 140 characters until 2017. In 2017, Twitter 
extended the character limit to 280 characters, allowing users to publish longer tweets. Twitter is 
also referred to in the literature as a “microblog,” and it allows users to follow friends and 
strangers, use hashtags to unify common topics & themes, tweet in 280 characters, and embed 
multi-media. This has made it accessible and user friendly for its users worldwide. 
 One of the earliest studies conducted using Twitter to promote language practice was by 
Antenos-Conforti (2009). Antenos-Conforti (2009) argues that Twitter provides learners with 
opportunities to interact with the language outside the classroom as “learners provide written 
input when they update [their status], receive comprehensible input when they read the tweets in 
timelines, and negotiate meaning by engaging in discourse with community members” (Antenos-
Conforti, 2009, p.5). In their study, 22 participants joined Twitter and practiced using Italian, 
their L2, under some restrictions; they were instructed to follow specific accounts chosen by the 
researcher and to tweet at least a couple of times a week. In the first several weeks, participants 
were limited to interacting with their classmates, in the fifth week of the study they started 
following native speakers of Italian, and for the following nine weeks they were free to interact 
with any user on Twitter, as long as they tweeted in Italian. Results of the study showed that 
although 68% of the 19 students reported enjoying interacting in Italian on a daily basis using 
Twitter, some reported that if they were not confined and restricted by their course work, they 
would have enjoyed tweeting more freely and more often, concluding that “enjoyment of Twitter 
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as a social-networking tool was hampered by the academic ‘strings’ attached” (Antenos-
Conforti, 2009, p.12).  
Other studies which report L2 learning using Twitter were Fewell (2014) and Fouz-
González (2017). Fewell (2014) replicated Antenos-Conforti (2009)’s study with modifications, 
where 37 Japanese students in an EFL setting participated in an online Twitter community, 
writing three tweets per day for two months. There was no restriction except on the required use 
of English while tweeting. The results show that 87% of the students reported enjoying their 
involvement in this online community, which is significantly larger than those reported by 
Antenos-Conforti (2009)’s study, with more than half of the participants reporting that 
“microblogging [Tweeting] helped increase their motivation to learn English” (p. 229). This 
difference might be attributed to various factors including the five-year difference between both 
studies, as SNS tools have gained wider popularity and become more user friendly during this 
short time period. 
Another study on L2 learning using Twitter focused on pronunciation tips and vocabulary 
learning. Fouz-González (2017) used Twitter to send their students pronunciation tips using 
tweets. Tweets included a problematic vocabulary item, the vocabulary item in context, a link to 
a dictionary, and an IPA transcription of the same item. This study offers preliminary evidence 
of the effectiveness of using Twitter to enhance the learning of vocabulary items, 
including pronunciation. However, training students, developing the vocabulary content, and 
creating the accounts from which students receive daily tips seems to be tedious for the language 
teacher compared to other preexisting alternatives such as applications or classroom pedagogies.  
Twitter is labeled as an understudied Web 2.0 technology tool in L2 learning compared to 
other SNS tools and blogs (Antenos-Conforti, 2009; Halvorsen, 2009; Harrison & Thomas, 
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2009; Wang & Vásquez, 2012;  Reinhardt, 2019; Gao, Luo & Zhang, 2012).  Moreover, the 
majority of the studies exploring language learning through microblogging have used descriptive 
methods rather than experimental methods, ranging from displaying tweets, surveys, and 
informal interviews where language learners self-report their preferences and language 
improvement (Antenos-Conforti, 2009; Borau et al, 2009; Perifanou, 2009; Agherdien, 2011 as 
cited in Gao, Luo & Zhang, 2012). With the exception of a small number of studies, the results 
reported are not based on statistical evidence, which makes it difficult to attribute if there is any 
language improvement through microblogging, and if so, is the improvement statistically 
significant. This calls for further research in this area. Furthermore, a common factor between 
most studies exploring the benefits of social networks in language learning is that they are 
classroom-based studies, where the researcher controls the choice of SNS and the form of tasks 
used for the intervention. The exploration of the raw, free interactions between social media 
users in EFL contexts, specifically Twitter, and its relation to language use is not comprehensive 
in the literature and will be the focus of this study.    
2. Identity, Investment and Second Language Learning 
Coined in the mid-1990s by Bonny Norton, investment has been a developing construct in 
the field of Second Language Acquisition (SLA).  The investment construct came in response to 
controversial representation of the relationship between the language learner’s affective factors 
and its relationship with their social world by SLA researchers. There have been a number of 
studies that have examined the role of affective factors and language learning with contradicting 
outcomes; some researchers considered the role of affective factors in language learning separate 
from the social context, while others regard the role of affective factors and social factors 
intertwined (Krashen, 1981; Spolsky, 1989).  Ford (1992) defines motivation to include learner 
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goals, emotions and beliefs and asserts that “none are sufficient for the activation of strong 
motivational patterns” (p. 80).  Norton (1995) critiques the theorized differences between SLA 
researchers on the role of affective factors and social context on language learning as following: 
Although Krashen draws distinctions between self-confidence, motivation and anxiety, 
Clement, Gardner and Smythe (quoted in Spolsky, 1989) consider motivation and anxiety 
as a subset of self-confidence. Although Krashen considers self-confidence as an intrinsic 
characteristic of the language learner, Gardner (1985) argues that self-confidence arises 
from positive experiences in the context of second language. (p. 11) 
Accordingly, SLA researchers have addressed the role of the aforementioned factors in language 
acquisition through different perspectives, yet they pertain more to the individual with little 
justification on how social, economic and ideological aspects might have contributed to the 
acquisition or lack thereof of these individual characteristics from the beginning (Bergin & 
LaFave, 1998; Ford, 1992; Norton, 1995, Skilton-Sylvester, 2002). Their position is that 
motivation is the product of a static identity that determines their motivation in language 
learning, without emphasizing the factors that might have contributed to this identity. Norton 
(1995) argues, “theorists have not adequately addressed why it is that a learner may sometimes 
be motivated, extroverted, and confident and sometimes unmotivated, introverted and anxious,” 
and that these theories blame unsuccessful learners for not pushing themselves to be more 
motivated (p. 11). According to Norton, while these studies considered individual characteristics 
of L2 learners that affect language learning, sociocultural factors which surpass the individual 
learner and still contribute to their desires and language learning journey have been 
underrepresented.  From here, the investment construct proposes the inclusion of sociocultural, 
economic, and historic factors that could possibly explain language learners’ individual 
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characteristics and interaction inside and outside the classroom while learning the L2. This 
construct proposes that “when language learners speak, they are … constantly organizing and 
reorganizing a sense of who they are and how they relate to the social world,” which could 
explain how the teacher, classroom environment, mode of instruction, content of instruction, 
home environment could influence an L2 learner’s motivation, introversion, extroversion, self-
confidence, or lack of these factors in a class (Darvin & Norton, 2015; Norton, 1995, p. 18). In 
other words, this construct calls for the consideration of these past elements by L2 teachers as a 
part of language teaching.  
Norton (1995) mentions that studies focused on motivation do help shed light on the 
emergence of investment, and more research has examined the role of investment to explain the 
language development of learners with different L1s, including Mandarin, Cambodian, Czech, 
Polish, Spanish, Ugandan, and Filipino native speakers (De costa, 2010; Mckay and Wong, 
1996; Skilton-Sylvester, 2002; Potowski, 2004; Norton, 1995; Darvin & Norton, 2015). Except 
for Darvin and Norton (2015)’s research, these case studies are classroom-based studies drawing 
on the experience of immigrants learning an L2 and exploring the participants’ investment inside 
and outside the language classroom. In Darvin and Norton (2015), participants were not present 
in a language classroom. Moreover, the abovementioned studies also were all conducted in an 
ESL setting, except for one of the case studies in Darvin and Norton (2015)’s study, which takes 
place in an EFL setting in Uganda. 
 Studies that took place in an ESL context have shown that L2 learners have invested in 
using the language based on practical socioeconomic factors such as using their language to help 
their spouses in their business, to communicate with their children’s teachers, and to study for 
their children (Mckay and Wong, 1996; Norton, 1995). Though they have expressed discomfort 
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in using a language they have not yet reached proficiency in, the context and necessity of L2 use 
has increased their investment in practices that help them further develop their language fluency, 
and in some cases, learners focus on their pronunciation to move further from their ESL status 
(Mckay and Wong, 1996; Skilton-Sylvester, 2002; Potowski, 2004; Norton, 1995).  De Costa 
(2010) found the construct of investment significantly helpful in understanding why a Chinese 
student preferred to use standard English in her schooling in Singapore to assert her academic 
status, though the Singaporean variety was the dominant variety. Her investment in using 
standard English instead of Singaporean English stemed from her perception of Singaporean 
English as lower in status. A shared factor between these studies is that they use investment to 
shed light on the struggles of English L2 speakers in an ESL context, however, none of these 
studies examine the voluntary use of English on a daily basis in an EFL context on a digital 
platform via the lens of the construct of investment.  
Norton has continued to develop the construct of investment in SLA over the past two 
decades (Darvin & Norton, 2015; Darvin & Norton, 2016).  In order to expand the construct of 
investment further to accommodate the effect of constant shifts in various socio-economic 
factors on identity, a Model of Investment was proposed (Darvin & Norton, 2015, p. 2-3).  In this 
model, investment is defined as the theory for demonstrating “the socially and historically 
constructed relationship between language learner identity and learning commitment,” and it lies 
at the intersection of identity, ideology and capital (Darvin & Norton, 2015, p. 37). They draw 
attention to the effect of policies, codes, “affordances for learning,” and “social positions” as a 
part of investment and thus its relationship with L2 acquisition and language learning, placing 
investment at the intersection of ideology, capital and identity. The first of these key terms has 
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been examined in a number of different ways, but ideology is explained by Darvin and Norton 
(2015) as:  
Constructed and imposed by structures of power and reproduced through hegemonic 
practices and consent, ideologies are dominant ways of thinking that organize and 
stabilize societies while simultaneously determining modes of inclusion and exclusion, 
and the privileging and marginalization of ideas, people and relations (p. 44). 
Ideology is the invisible set of ideas born of political and institutionalized power forces that 
come as a part of the intersection of “dominant, residual, and marginal ideas,” which formulate 
desires and values and construct one’s version of reality. This set of ideas formulates how 
learners position themselves as well as the contexts in which they may be refused or granted the 
right to speak depending on race, gender, sexuality, ethnicity and social class. Ideology is crucial 
to explaining investment as “any examination of linguistic exchanges is inevitably an 
extrapolation of ideological forces at work” (p. 43). Therefore, ideology is dynamic, changing 
with the change of time and space, the marginalization of what was once dominant, and the 
dominance of new ideas.  
The second key element constructing investment is capital, which is divided into 
economic capital, cultural capital, and social capital. Economic capital refers generally to 
“wealth, property, income” in its various forms; cultural capital refers to “knowledge, education 
credentials, and appreciation of specific cultural forms”; and social capital refers to “connections 
to networks of power” (p. 44). The value of capital is a powerful factor in affording learners 
different opportunities of investment in the L2; a weak economic capital creates a high chance of 
inability to purchase technological tools that may encourage investment in the L2. In addition, if 
the social capital represented by direct family believes in the marginalization of education and 
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language learning in favor of other life aspects, this might affect the way learners position 
themselves in the language classroom. Accordingly, Capital is constantly shifting, traveling 
through time and space. Someone could possess symbolic capital, where they operate in offline 
and online spaces, and equipped with their own capital construct new spaces where they use this 
capital as well as gain new materials and symbolic resources.  
The third key term in understanding investment is identity. Identity is “multiple, a site of 
struggle of habitus and desire, of competing ideologies and imagined identities, continually 
changing over time and space” (p.45). Identity represents the desires, feelings, emotions that are 
the outcome of ideological forces at work. Motha & Lin (2013) illustrate: 
It is our contention that at the center of every English language learning moment lies 
desire: desire for the language; for the identities represented by particular accents and 
varieties of English; for capital, power, and images that are associated with English; for 
what is believed to lie beyond the doors that English unlocks. (p. 332).  
It is the way learners are positioned because of prevailing ideologies, and the way learners 
choose to position themselves or others through investment in language learning.  This section 
explored the use of investment to explain how L2 learners position themselves in language 
classrooms, however, this study will use the same investment construct to explore the 
intersection of ideology, capital, and identity in language use on a SNS tool.  
2.3 The Model of Investment and Social Media Platforms 
The constant transformation of the social world within the past two decades has called for 
rethinking the conceptualization of investment. Darvin and Norton (2016) discuss how 
cosmopolitanism, technology, and mobility challenge the Model of Investment and the ways in 
which the Model of Investment can accommodate these changes, since “the virtual world also 
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provides an axis where people of shared interests and tastes are able to construct new 
communities” (p. 22). Mobility has shaped identities in a way where individuals are no longer 
linked to one local community or confined to traditional cultural norms, as well as possibly 
embracing different identities in online and offline contexts. Social media platforms act as 
“tool[s] that mediate interaction, the digital becomes an extension of the self, and transforms 
what learners can do and mean, how they think and relate to others, and who they can be” (p. 
22). In this paper, the authors acknowledge that L2 learners have moved beyond the dynamics of 
a language classroom to the creation of online “new spaces of language acquisition and 
socialization,” where these spaces have encouraged transcultural and translingual practices (p. 
24). In these spaces, learners go so far as to assert themselves as legitimate speakers of the target 
language(s), given that they use the L2 and receive immediate feedback from native and 
advanced speakers of the language while interacting in these new socialized spaces. The 
exploration of these different communities will help shed light on investment in L2 learning in 
SNS and the difference in L2 investment in both environments. 
The value of cultural, economic, and ideological factors changes with time and space, 
impacting how and why learners invest in the L2. In terms of identity, ideology and capital, 
Darvin and Norton (2016) argue that learners invest for self-beneficial purposes, which could 
include relationships and friendships; they invest in the language to acquire the cultural capital 
that helps them maintain and develop conversations on a common ground or mutual interest. 
Digital platforms provide learners with the opportunity to communicate their feelings in 
powerful, innovative ways, expressing desires and emotions, unaware of the ideologies they are 
unconsciously hiding which form those feelings and desires. To understand investment in light of 
the digital world, researchers have to examine how global ideologies shape learner desires and
 2 Cairene Arabic is the Egyptian Arabic dialect spoken by residents of Egypt’s capital, Cairo. 
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 identities. This Model of Investment in praxis will be the theoretical framework used to explore 
the L2 investment of participants in this study. 
2.3 Code Switching  
This study is focused on exploring investment in English on Twitter among a community 
of Egyptian users who use English and Arabic in their tweets, thus literature on code-switching 
in Arabic is an important aspect in explaining the linguistic patterns used by these users in 
English and Arabic. Gumperz (1982) defined code-switching as “the juxtaposition within the 
same speech exchange of passages of speech belonging to two different grammatical systems or 
subsystems” (p. 59). From the definition, code-switching is not confined to two separate 
languages, but can also occur between two different varieties of the same language. In Arabic, 
code switching does not occur in Arabic and an L2 only, but also between different Arabic 
varieties. For example, some Arabic speakers from Egypt code-switch between the Egyptian 
Arabic dialect and the Standard Arabic variety when quoting a religious text from the Quraa’n or 
a religious script from the prophet. Therefore, literature on codeswitching between English and 
Arabic and literature on codeswitching between different varieties of Arabic will be explored in 
the next sections.  
2.3.1 Arabic Diglossia and Egyptian Arabic  
In order to understand the digital community of bilingual Egyptian Twitter, it is essential 
to explain Arabic diglossia, Egyptian Arabic, and its use in the Cairene2 Egyptian society as well 
as in the twitter community being explored in this study. Ferguson (1959) defined disglosia as: 
A relatively stable language situation in which, in addition to the primary dialects of the 
language (which may include a standard or regional standards), there is a very divergent, 
highly codified (often grammatically more complex) superposed variety, the vehicle of a
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 large and respected body of written literature, either of an earlier period or in another 
speech community, which is learned largely by formal education and is used for most 
written and formal spoken purposes but is not used by any sector of the community for 
ordinary conversation (p. 245). 
From this definition, Ferguson (1959) describes Arabic as a diglossic language with two different 
code varieties, each used in different circumstances and each used to perform different functions. 
The two distinctive varieties are divided into a high variety (H) used in the formal education 
system, places of worship, legal documentation, and a low variety (L) used in daily 
conversations and informal situations at home, at work, and at social gatherings including SNS 
platforms among Egyptian users. In the case of the Egyptian society, H represents Standard 
Arabic, and L represents Egyptian Arabic. Native speakers of Arabic learn L before they begin to 
learn H in a formal context at school, and they are also capable of distinguishing between both 
varieties due to the early exposure to both varieties through media (Alaslaa, 2018). Since the L 
variety is used most in informal situations and it is the language that Egyptian native speakers of 
Arabic acquire before H, it is the variety most commonly used for oral communication, social 
expression and SNS. Cairan Egyptian Arabic is the dialect represented in this study, and it is the 
dialect spoken by educated people in Cairo.   
2.3.1 Code-Switching in Digital Platforms 
 There are various definitions of code switching. As mentioned above, code switching is 
defined by Gumperez (1982) as “the juxtaposition within the same speech exchange of passage 
of speech belonging to two different grammatical systems or subsystems” (p. 59). Poplack also 
defines code switching as “the mixing of two or more languages in discourse” (p. 1).  According 
to Poplack (1980), patterns of code switching are divided into three types: inter-sentential, intra-
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sentential, and tag switching. Intrasentential code switching occurs within the same clauses and 
occurs between morphemes or phrases. Intersentential switching is when a whole sentence is 
produced in one language before switching to another language. Finally, tag-switching involves 
inserting tag forms in one language into a sentence produced entirely in another 
language. Muysken (2000, 2013) also categorized different types of CS into four main types: 
insertion, congruent lexicalization, alternation, and backflagging.  Insertion is the use of the L1 
as the base language and code-switching to the L2; congruent lexicalization is using structures 
and words which share properties of the L1 and L2; alternation is using fragments from both 
languages that can be combined together independent of the grammar of both languages; and 
backflagging is using the L2 as the base language and code-switching to the L1. These models 
represent the linguistic patterns that are found in the examined tweets in this study. 
Code switching among Arabic speakers has been widely researched. Research on code 
switching between one or two varieties of Arabic and/or another language includes code 
switching between Moroccan Arabic and French, Tunisian Arabic and French, Saudi Arabic and 
English, Jordanian Arabic and English, and Standard Arabic and Egyptian Arabic (Bentahila, 
1983; Belazi, 1991; Safi, 1992; Hussien, 1999, as cited in Alaslaa, 2018; Bassiouney, 2009). 
These studies have focused on code switching in spoken communication rather than written 
communication, and therefore will not be examined in depth, as this is not the focus of this study. 
Though there are a wide range of code-switching models to analyze spoken 
communication, code switching models in CMC literature have been limited. Barasa (2016) 
states that “currently there is no framework developed especially for code-switching in the CMC 
context” (p. 50). Moreover, the research related to code switching between English and Arabic in 
digital platforms and written communication has focused either on  code-switching between high 
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and low varieties in Arabic (Alaslaa, 2018; Albirini, 2016), attitudes towards code switching 
(Alatawi, 2015), or the use of Romanized Arabic as medium of communication in emails and 
chats (Abdulqader et al. 2013; Tamimi & Gorgis, 2007 as cited in Alaslaa, 2018). The 
exploration of code switching between Egyptian Arabic and English in social media has been 
limited in the literature. 
  To explore the similarity between spoken code switching and written code switching, 
Barsa (2016) compared the similarity of spoken code switching to written code-switching in a 
Kenyan multilingual community through examining interactions from emails, SNS, IMs, and 
SMS. The framework of spoken code-switching that written code-switching is compared against 
is based on the work of Gumprez (1982). Of all these different mediums of CMC, the use of code 
switching on SNS was shown to be most similar to code switching in spoken communication. 
Since detailed analysis of the code switching used by the this study’s participants is beyond the 
scope of this research, this study will adopt the code switching model by used by Poplan (1980) 
and Muysken (2000, 2013) to determine whether a tweet is in Arabic, English, or the 
participants’ code switch between both languages (discussed further in the Methodology 
Chapter). 
2.4 Conclusion 
Though the literature has provided some evidence of the efficiency of language learning 
through SNS tools, little research has been centered on exploring the raw use of the L2 and 
language learning. The literature consists of studies exploring investment in ESL contexts, with 
participants struggling to use the L2 in a new environment where they must use the language. 
This study aims to explore the opposite: the investment of EFL users in the L2 and their comfort 
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and ease in using the language daily on Twitter. To explore Egyptian users on Twitter’s 
investment in English, this research aims to answer the following questions: 
1. How do the multiple identities of Egyptian Twitter users, the social contexts of their lives 
in Egypt, and the classroom and educational context shape their investment in using 
English?  
2. Is there a relationship between using the L2 as a medium of expression and the 
content/topic of the tweet among Egyptian Twitter users to position themselves in an EFL 
context? 
The prediction is that using English affords them opportunities to position themselves that 
Arabic does not provide, and so does Twitter as a platform.  
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS 
The methodology section of this thesis outlines the design of the data collection: 
collecting tweets using SMILE, analyzing tweets based on the developed coding scheme, and 
conducting interviews with participants to shed light on the tweet analysis. Tweets were 
collected using Social Media Macroscope, a University of Illinois vendor that helps researchers 
collect tweets. This study was approved by the Office of Protections of Research Subjects at the 
University of Illinois. The IRB approval letter can be found in Appendix A. 
3.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this study is to explore Egyptian Twitter users' use of English and Arabic, 
their perception of Egyptian society ideologies, as well as their own language practices. In this 
study, I tried to capture these Egyptian twitter users’ narratives of English, Arabic, their 
identities and ideologies on Twitter, and the degree their use of either language had any influence 
on their identity and ideology. The research design in this study provided me with the necessary 
information to form a well-rounded description of these participant’s identities in relation to 
Twitter, the languages they express themselves in, and the society they live in. 
In the next sections, I present information on narrative inquiry as a method of analysis. I 
will also provide information on the selection of participants; the use of tweets to capture the 
participants’ identities, ideologies and language use; the coding scheme used to analyze their 
tweets; and the process and protocol for interviews. Finally, aside from the methods of collecting 
data, the data analysis design will also be justified before discussing the results of the study in 
the fifth chapter. 
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3.2 Research Questions 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, since the framework of this study is based on 
Darvin and Norton’s investment model (2015), this study aims to answer the following 
questions: 
1. How do the multiple identities of Egyptian Twitter users, the social contexts of their lives 
in Egypt, and the classroom and educational context shape their investment in using 
English?  
2. Is there a relationship between using the L2 as a medium of expression and the 
content/topic of the tweet among Egyptian Twitter users to position themselves in an EFL 
context? 
3.3 Research Design 
In the field of identity and language learning, researchers have previously explored 
identity and investment through qualitative methods, particularly through the method of narrative 
inquiry (narratology) (Darvin & Norton, 2015; Decosta, 2010; Mckay & Wong, 1996; Norton, 
1995; Potowski, 2004; Skilton-Sylvester, 2002). Since the nature of this study and its research 
questions are similar to the previously cited studies, this research design utilizes qualitative 
methods. 
According to Patton (2002 as cited in Mertens, 2014), the nature of the research question 
is the determining factor of the methods used in the study. Accordingly, if the research requires 
the collection of in-depth information about the participants, as well as focusing on the diverse 
and unique qualities of the participants, then the use of qualitative methods would be most 
appropriate (Mertens, 2014, p. 228).  Qualitative methods provide the researcher with the means 
to explore the research problem in-depth, particularly in case studies, as they are designed to be 
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used when the researchers aim at collecting information about “the nature of the case, its 
historical background, the setting, economic, legal, aesthetic, and political contexts” (Stake, 2005 
as cited in Mertens, 2014).  Hosseini (2017) lists the advantages of qualitative research, arguing 
that it “demonstrates the multiple meaning of human affairs, pursues a naturalistic line of 
inquiry, is empirical and field oriented, assumes that reality is socially constructed thus allows 
for change, and uses a bottom up approach for categorizing the data into abstract themes” (p.90). 
Since the research questions above seek information about the history of participants, their use of 
English outside Twitter, their education, their economic and social status, and their perceptions 
on the Egyptian society, the use of qualitative methods through applying a narratology technique 
was chosen as the main method of the study.  
3.3.1 Narrative Inquiry Method of Analysis (Narratology) 
In previous studies exploring identity, investment, and language, the dominant method of 
inquiry has been narrative analysis (Darvin & Norton, 2015; Decosta, 2010; Hosseini, 2017; 
Mckay & Wong, 1996; Norton, 1995; Potowski, 2004; Skilton-Sylvester, 2002). Narrative 
analysis “reveals cultural and social patterns through the lens of individual experiences” (Patton, 
2002, p. 115, as cited in Hosseini, 2017). The purpose of this method is to “illustrate the 
narrative of a life, a cultural group, or individual’s perceptions of some events” (p. 91). This can 
be achieved through a series of open-ended in-depth interviews or collected through a series of 
several short life stories, which can shed light on people’s complexities and perceptions. This has 
taken form in previous studies by asking participants to keep diaries or journals as well as via 
interviews (Norton, 1995). Ricento (2010, as cited in Hosseini, 2017) proposed first-person 
narratives, longitudinal studies and in depth interviewing as insightful ways of “exploring L2 
users’ introspective accounts of their experiences crossing into other cultures and languages” (p. 
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904). Since the participants in this study are active users of Twitter, each participant has over ten 
thousand tweets tweeted over a span of years. In these tweets, they connect with others over 
mutual interests, make friendships, and express their feelings, thoughts, accomplishments, and 
struggles. To be able to better understand the authentic identities, ideologies, and language 
patterns of these users, it seemed that these tweets could shed light on their personalities and act 
as a reflection of a part of their lives. This influenced the decision to follow the tweets of these 
participants for three months, from October 2019 until December 2019, similar to the journal 
keeping method implemented by Norton (1995).  
Stage 1 a. Developing a Coding scheme  
b. Collecting Tweets 
c. Improving Coding scheme 
d. Coding Tweets 
Stage 2 a. Creating Interview Protocol 
b. IRB Approval 
c. Conducting Interviews 
d. Transcribing Interviews 
Table 3.1 – Stages of Data Collection and Analysis 
To apply the narrative inquiry method, the study was conducted through two main stages. 
The first stage was concerned with analyzing the tweets from participants collected between the 
1st of October 2019 to the 31st of December 2019 using the coding scheme explained below in 
Table 3.1 – Stages of Data Collection and Analysis. The second stage was based on the analysis 
of the tweets in the first stage as the groundwork to interview participants on their lives, their 
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perceptions and their experience with language as illustrated on Twitter. Table 3.1 summarizes 
the stages of data collection and analysis. 
3.3.2 Tweets Collection 
Since this study attempts to shed light on the ideologies, identities, positionality and 
personal lives and choices of these participants and its relation to language learning, Twitter was 
first examined. To be able to capture, formulate and narrate participant experiences, Twitter 
provided a space where the participants in this study expressed their thoughts, whims, identity, 
various ideologies, opinions, and more independent of any research supervision or influence. The 
choice to explore this data stems from its complete authenticity and its reflection of the 
personalities of the participants aside from the study. Participants in the study were selected 
based on three main aspects; first, that participants resided in Egypt in at the time of tweet 
collections; second, that they have been an active member of Twitter for years, tweeting no less 
than ten personal tweets per week on average, not including replying to other users, or retweets; 
third, participants were also chosen based on higher levels of activity per day, as  such tweets 
would be more likely to reflect an  accurate depiction of participants’ daily lives, opinions and 
thoughts, as well as the spontaneous use of English and Arabic while tweeting. Using convince 
sampling, the researcher chose the participants in the study based on the first two female and two 
male users who agreed to participate in the study. As a Twitter user in this community, the 
researcher had been following the participants years before conducting this study. There had 
been no personal contact between both parties, but the researcher had observed their tweets and 
linguistic patterns for years, which led to her choice of these four participants for this study. The 
researcher gathered the tweets of these four participants over the period of 3 months, resulting in 
2663 tweets in total. The tweets were gathered in this period to ensure the systematic analysis of 
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tweets across participants, who might be influenced by certain events or trends in the Egyptian 
society or worldwide during that time frame. Tweets were gathered using SMILE, a tool courtesy 
of Social Media Macroscope, a project that enables researchers at the university of Illinois to 
easily access publicly available data collected from social media. 
 
Figure 3.1 – Social Media Macroscope 
To gather the tweets, the researcher created an account on Social Media Macroscope using her 
university email. After logging in and selecting tools, the researcher selected one tool, SMILE, 
from three options. This opened a side window displayed in Figure 3.2, where it gave the 
researcher the option of launching this specific tool. When the researcher launched the tool, to 
collect the desired data, the researcher needed to authorize their own Twitter account before 
given access to any data. After being redirected to several windows to connect to the desired 
Twitter account, the authorization had been completed through entering an authorization code 
from Twitter to SMILE. The researcher could then collect the data needed for research.  
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Figure 3.2 – Launching SMILE 
Figure 3.3 – Authorizing Social Media account 
To collect data from Twitter, there are two options. The researcher could either collect 
data by keyword or hashtag from the entire database or collect the tweets of a specific user while 
specifying certain limitations. For the purpose of this study, the latter option was implemented.  
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Figure 3.4 – Collecting Tweets from Users 
Using SMILE, The researcher could specify the number of tweets and the selected time frame 
from October 1st until December 31st, through the advanced button illustrated above. The tweets 
were collected during January 2020, and therefore the researcher chose to collect the maximum 
number of tweets to encompass the selected time frame, and then delete any excess tweets later 
as illustrated in Figure 3.5. 
 
Figure 3.5 – Tweet Collection Specifications 
 After saving the tweets, SMILE gives several options to download these tweets in Excel. The 
Arabic portion of the collected data was not encoded as Arabic when downloaded directly from 
SMILE to Excel. This issue was fixed by transferring the data to an empty Excel while changing 
the encoding to 65001: Unicode (UTF-8) as displayed in figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6 – Fixing Arabic Encoding Problem 
This final step marked the completion of collecting tweets. The tweets were classified in the 
Excel sheet by various categories. The categories that were most useful were language, text, and 
date and time of publication. The researcher removed any excess tweets beyond the selected time 
frame and began to code based on the designed coding scheme in Table 3.2 above.  
3.3.3 Coding scheme 
The coding scheme in this study was developed using both bottom-up and top-down 
approaches. In the first stage, a preliminary top-down coding scheme was developed based on 
Darvin and Norton’s Model of Investment, which included sorting tweets into five categories: 
Identity, Ideology, Economic Capital, Social Capital and Cultural Capital. The idea behind this 
preliminary coding scheme was to determine the economic, social and cultural status of the 
selected users. After coding some of the collected Tweets to refine the preliminary coding 
scheme, it seemed that this coding scheme proved too broad and general. The analysis of the first 
50 tweets from each of the four users showed that the initial coding scheme provided no true 
differentiation between the categories, as one tweet could represent identity, ideology and 
capital. Tweet 3.1 illustrates this example: 
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Tweet 3.1  
In this example, based on the coding scheme, this tweet could be coded as cultural 
capital, ideology, and identity. The cultural capital is manifested in both the consensus among 
Egyptians of the Egyptian accent status, as well as the Game Awards as an event. This event is 
not known in Egypt, and thus indicates the Twitter user’s interests sometimes lay outside 
Egyptian media. The ideological forces at work are how this user has been shamed by other 
Egyptians for her nonnative English accent, to the point where this becomes the norm. She is 
shocked to see that beyond Egypt; accents are not an indication of intelligence or 
professionalism. Her expression “I hate all of you” shows how she perceives others who have 
taught her that her accent was lower, and how she feels about this.  
With most of the tweets fitting under the three major codes simultaneously, the researcher 
decided to use a bottom-up approach to the code further by coding the tweets for topics, which 
can encompass the intersection of identity, ideology and capital while remaining distinctive. The 
finalized coding scheme, presented in Table 3.2, shows that the tweets can be analyzed by topic, 
and this way the tweets could still be explored through the model of investment while remaining 
distinct. Therefore, the remaining 3000 tweets were analyzed according to identity, ideology, 
capital and the eight topics illustrated in the coding scheme. This enabled the researcher to 
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understand the identities, ideologies and socioeconomic status of the participants, as well as document the language they used, how 
they used it, and what language they are using when expressing a certain topic. 
Table 3.2 - Coding Scheme for Tweet Analysis based on Investment Model (Darvin & Norton, 2015) 
Code Type  Code  Definition  Description  Code by Topic  
Ideology  OL  According to Darvin and Norton 
(2015), ideology “lays bare the 
systematic patterns that are rendered 
invisible” (p.43). “Language is an 
ideologically defined social practice” 
and “Communicative events, as the 
interaction of voices from different 
social position, are indexical of 
ideological processes of dominance 
and contestation” (p.43). They add 
“any examination of linguistic 
exchanges is inevitable an 
extrapolation of ideological forces at 
work” (p. 43).  
-How one positions 
themselves after the 
interactions of different 
institutional policies and 
cultural ideologies.  
  
-Which language do they 
use to position themselves 
thus and how do they use 
it.  
• Gender Roles:  
o Women's freedom  
▪ Working women  
o Masculinity vs. Femininity in Egypt and the world  
• Religion:  
o Religious status  
o Praying; using religious phrases  
• Politics  
o Egyptian Politics  
o Worldwide Politics  
• Taboo practices in Egyptian Society  
o Speaking openly around topics related to sex 
and sexuality  
o Speaking openly on mental health  
o Cursing   
• Western/Cosmopolitan Culture Reference  
o Music, Food and Western Media  
o Sports  
o Global Trends  
o Memes  
• Egyptian Arabic Culture Reference  
o Egyptian media  
o Memes  
o Egyptian Culture and Heritage  
o Patriotism  
• Opinions, Expressions of Self and Others and 
Interactions with Others  
o Opinions on circulating trends  
o Vulnerability –personal experiences and emotions  
o Advice  
o Self-perception and self-description  
Identity  IT  Identity is defined as a "struggle of 
habitus and desire, of competing 
ideologies, and imagined identities" 
(p. 45).  It is how learners position 
themselves and are positioned 
by others in different contexts, 
keeping in mind the different levels 
of capital and different ideologies.    
-Identity is the outcome of 
capital and ideology; it is 
one's decision on how they 
see themselves and 
introduce that through 
language.  
-How they are supposed to 
position themselves and 
what is expected of them 
based on the interaction of 
capital and ideology vs. 
how they actually choose to 
position themselves.  
Capital:  
-Economic 
Capital  
-Social 
Capital  
 
 
 
 
 
According to Darvin & Norton 
(2015):  
Economic capital refers to “wealth, 
property and income” (p. 43).    
 
Learners can position 
themselves in the social 
space based on the 
“volume, composition, and 
trajectory of their capital” 
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Table 3.2 - Cont’d 
 
 
Though the coding scheme started with over twenty topics, the eight most-tweeted about topics were picked to be represented 
in the results section. The eight topics chosen are gender roles, religion, politics, taboo practices in Egyptian society, western and 
cosmopolitan cultural references, Egyptian cultural references, profession references, and opinions and expressions of self or others
-Cultural 
Capital  
  
EC  
SC  
CC  
Cultural capital is “knowledge, 
educational credentials 
and appreciations of specific cultural 
forms” (p. 43).  
 
Social culture is “connections to 
networks of power” (p.43).  
  
(p. 44).   o Descriptions and perceptions of others  
o Selfie  
o Future Goals  
o Imagined Identities  
o Speech acts: apologies, thanks, sarcasm, 
complimenting, criticizing  
o Empathy  
• Profession Reference  
o Specific Profession Jargon  
o Professional hobbies  
  
Signs of Economic Capital to keep in mind:   
o Traveling abroad  
o Owning a car   
o Owning an apartment  
o Gym memberships  
o Club memberships  
o Graduating/Enrolling in private universities  
o Shopping at brands/ownership of clothing items 
from expensive brands  
o Access to expensive technological devices  
  
Signs of Social Capital to keep in mind:   
o Friends & family – outside and inside Twitter 
community  
o Interactions (RTS/Replies within Twitter) 
community)  
o Making plans with twitter community to meet in 
real life  
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 and interaction with others.  Gender roles represents tweets on women’s rights in Egyptian 
society and the world, discrimination based on gender, and representation of the role of men and 
women in society. Religion categorizes tweets discussing a religious topic, 
mostly Islamic, use religious phrases, or speak about God. Politics includes local and 
international politics, though the majority of tweets discussing politics were about Egyptian 
politics. As for taboo practices in Egyptian society, this topic covers topics that are considered 
taboo in Egyptian society either by law, or by culture and traditions. As taboo practices are 
subjective and can be perceived differently from one person to another, a certain topic was 
considered taboo while coding if it was supported by articles and other literature that deem it 
taboo in the Egyptian society. When there was a reference to topics and trends trending in the 
west or internationally, this was coded under western and cosmopolitan cultural reference. For 
example, many of the tweets were on famous events, tv shows, music, and sports which were 
known to originate from the west, and so it was coded under this category. Similarly, Egyptian 
cultural references referred to topics that could be only understood as a part of Egyptian culture, 
from movies, memes, news and other aspects. For discipline specific jargon, profession 
references was the appropriate category. Finally, when users tweeted about their personal 
feelings, personal life, opinions on topics that do not overlap with the abovementioned topics or 
expressed their feelings about others through directly interacting with them, this was categorized 
under opinions and expressions of self or others and interaction with others. These topics are not 
considered clear cut topics where each category does not overlap with other categories, however, 
the most prominent aspect of the tweet was the determining factor of coding the tweet in a 
category. To be as consistent as possible, the collected data was coded three times, each time 
closely following the coding scheme in its updated version. As this is a 
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qualitative study, the purpose of coding based on these specific topics was to organize the most 
prominent patterns used and topics tweeted about, noting in which language the tweet was 
written, therefore understanding the participants better as well as preparing for the interview 
questions. 
3.3 Tweet Analysis 
3.3.1 Categorizing Language 
Since the detailed analysis of the language used by the participants in their tweets is 
beyond the scope of this study, based on the Poplan (1980) and Muysken (2000, 2013)’s code-
switching models, the language used in the tweets was divided into three main categories: 
Arabic, English and Code switching. To be able to translate Arabic into English while still 
differentiating between the exact ratio used in Arabic and English, the translated tweets will be 
color coded based on the language. If they were tweeted in Arabic, they will be colored in the 
color green, and the sections tweeted in English will be colored blue. When the participants used 
Arabic to communicate from the beginning of the tweets to the end of the tweet, excluding 
proper nouns, the tweet was classified as Arabic. An example of this is illustrated in Tweet 3.2 
below: 
 
Tweet 3.2 
“Either way, I’ve experienced all the world’s cutely in 2019”   
Translation 3.2 
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Here the entire tweet starts and ends in Arabic. Sometimes users might use English for the names 
of foreign cities, countries and other proper nouns; however, if that is the only aspect of the tweet 
written in English, then it is still classified as Arabic. The same classification was applied to 
tweets using English from beginning to end. These tweets fluctuated between one word, a 
phrase, an entire sentence, or several sentences, however, the classification remains the same. 
This categorization was based on the perception of the researcher that the language the 
participant used to express the thought, whether a short response or a lengthy thought, was the 
language of their choice of communication. An example of English tweets is illustrated in Tweet 
3.3 below: 
 
Tweet 3.3 
In this tweet, the only language used is English, and it is classified in the data as English. 
Grammatical, lexical, punctuation and spelling errors do not exclude a tweet from being 
classified into English.  
As illustrated in the code-switching section in the literature review, Poplan (1980) and 
Muysken (2000, 2013)’s code-switching models explain that using one word from L2 in a 
sentence of an L1 base and vice versa is considered code-switching. Since the categorization of 
inversion and backflagging fits the written language patterns in the tweets, all tweets which 
contained one or more words in both languages were classified as a form of codeswitching. 
Thus, if the user’s base was the L1 and code switched to the L2 or vice versa, whether a word, a 
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phrase, or a clause, the entire tweet was classified under code switching. Two examples are 
demonstrated in Tweet 3.4 and Tweet 3.5: 
 
Tweet 3.4 
“Hossam Habib [Egyptian Singer] is seriously the most underrated singer in the world. Damn, 
his voice and songs are really good!” 
Translation 3.4 
 
Tweet 3.5 
“They won’t see it because you’re a private [account] anyway” 
Translation 3.5 
In Tweet 3.4, the user uses Arabic for the entire sentence except for the word “underrated”. The 
researcher classifies this as code switching to English. As for Tweet 3.5, the entire sentence is in 
English, however the user switches to Arabic at the end. Although this is written in Romanized 
Arabic rather than the Arabic alphabet, it is still classified by the researcher as codeswitching to 
Arabic.  A final linguistic pattern that should be addressed is illustrated below in Tweet 3.6: 
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Tweet 3.6 
“Can you give me the backstory here since this scared me a little as I was reading?” 
Translation 3.6 
In this tweet, the underlined word is a transliteration of the English word “backstory” spelled out 
using Arabic letters. Since this is the opposite of Romanized Arabic, for the sake of consistency, 
this is classified in the coding scheme as English. Therefore, Tweet 3.6 is considered code 
switching to English. To summarize, the language classifications in the coding scheme are 
Arabic, English, and Codeswitching to Arabic or Codeswitching to English. 
3.3.2 Categorizing Topics 
In order to gain a deeper understanding of the participant’s personalities in relation to 
their language investment, tweets were also coded for identity, ideology and capital. This was 
also a way to help the researcher remember how participants chose to express themselves and 
which language they used while doing so. This coding scheme was not used in calculating or 
determining any numbers listed in the results section, since the three factors often intersected in a 
single tweet; however, it influenced the interview protocol for each participant. The topics 
participants often tweeted about and the languages they used to tweet about each topic often 
happened to match from one participant to the other, which is why the section “topics” was 
introduced in the coding scheme. Table 3.3 provides the topic, a definition of the topic, and an 
example as a guiding factor to interpreting the descriptive tables in the results chapter.  
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Topic Description Examples 
Gender Roles This includes any opinions on 
discrimination between the both 
genders in Egypt and worldwide. It 
also will include feminism.  
• Women's freedom  
• Working women  
• Masculinity vs. Femininity in 
Egypt and the world 
Religion This includes any religious reference 
related to Islam from prayers to 
religious phrases used whether in a 
religious context or a cultural context. 
• Religious status  
• Praying; using religious 
phrases  
Politics This includes reference to politics in 
Egypt and worldwide. 
• Egyptian Politics  
• Worldwide Politics  
Taboo 
Practices in 
Egyptian 
Society 
Topics which are illegal in the 
Egyptian constitution or carry shame to 
speak about and be associated with in 
Egyptian society. 
• Speaking openly around topics 
related to sex and sexuality  
• Speaking openly on mental 
health  
• Cursing 
Western/Cosm
opolitan 
Culture 
Reference 
References to international sports, 
food, tv shows, films, memes, jokes on 
Twitter. Topics that are not necessarily 
spoken about among monolingual 
Egyptians. 
• Music, Food and Western 
Media  
• Sports  
• Global Trends  
• Memes  
Egyptian 
Arabic Culture 
Reference 
References to local sports, memes, 
Egyptian cultural events, tv shows, and 
movies.  
• Egyptian media  
• Memes  
• Egyptian Culture and Heritage  
• Patriotism  
 Expressions of 
Self and 
Others and 
Interactions 
with Others  
This includes expression of feelings, 
emotions and personal experiences. It 
is often marked with a deep reflection 
of personality and vulnerability 
• Opinions on circulating trends  
• Vulnerability –personal 
experiences and emotions  
• Self-perception and self-
description  
• Descriptions and perceptions of 
others  
• Selfie  
• Future Goals  
• Imagined Identities  
• Speech acts: apologies, thanks, 
sarcasm, complimenting, 
criticizing  
• Empathy  
Profession  Jargon related to the workplace and 
several professions and hobbies. 
• Specific Profession Jargon  
• Professional hobbies  
Table 3.3 – Description of Topics in the Coding Scheme 
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It is recognized that some of the previous categories could be blended with one another or 
overlap during tweet analysis; however, in the end only one category was chosen based on the 
most prominent theme of the tweet as explained above under the coding scheme. This also 
reflects the nature of the investment model, as it is crucial that there is an intersection between 
the three aspects of identity, ideology and capital. For example, the reaction against a form of 
discrimination against women is rooted in the ideological forces that results in the users support 
or opposition of a movement such as feminism, and this is clearly articulated in the tweets. 
3.4 Interviews 
After analyzing the data from Twitter in stage 1, stage 2 of the study required IRB 
approval. After receiving approval from the University of Illinois IRB member board, four 
Egyptian Twitter users were invited to participate in an hour-long interview with the researcher. 
The researcher first contacted the interviewees through Twitter’s direct messages feature, and 
four participants agreed to participate in a voluntary interview. Upon their agreement, they were 
provided with the necessary consent forms before they started the interviews. Once they signed 
the consent forms, a time and date were set for an hour. The interviews lasted from 45 – 60 
minutes and were centered around the participants’ ideologies and identities towards Egyptian 
society and language learning. Each interview was recorded through Zoom and transcribed using 
HappyScribe.com, except for two interviews which contained more Egyptian Arabic than 
English and were manually transcribed by the researcher. As a part of the study, the researcher 
chose not to limit the participants to a certain language in order to compare their use of English 
and Arabic on Twitter to face to face interaction, and the four participants used a mix between 
Egyptian Arabic and English during the interview, constantly code switching between both 
languages. 
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The purpose of the interview was 1) to further test and triangulate the results of the 
analysis of twitter, 2) to learn more information on the personal motives and attitudes toward 
using English, and 3) shed light on the ideologies and language patterns reflected in their tweets. 
Specific detailed interview protocols were prepared for each participant based on the results of 
the tweet analysis, and an example is provided in appendix B. The first two sections of the 
interview were standardized; however, the third section was differentiated between participants 
based on their tweets. 
3.5 Interview Protocol & Question Classification 
The interview questions on this study were chosen based on several factors. The analysis 
of the tweets of each participant played the main role in the questions that were asked; however, 
they were also chosen in accordance to the reviewed literature. As demonstrated by the interview 
protocol on Appendix B, the interview questions were divided into three main sections. 
3.5.1 Demographic and Background Information  
This section of the interview was standardized among all four participants. After 
analyzing each participant’s tweets, the researcher had gained an overall idea of their likes, 
dislikes, opinions, hobbies, and some of their life experiences. In order to gather a more 
formative, well-rounded picture of why they arrived at these opinions and how, demographic 
questions that included age, location of residence, education (specifically English education, 
previous and current university majors, as well as current profession) were crucial to 
understanding more about the participants. Follow up questions were asked based on the flow of 
conversation and individual differences between participants; however, the above questions were 
constant throughout all interviews. 
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3.5.2 Ideology & Identity Based Questions 
As perceived in the tweets, participants seemed to regularly express their opinions on 
global, western and Egyptian topics. These opinions, topics or experiences were coded by the 
researcher as an indication of the participants’ identity, ideology, and capital, as well as 
classified as controversial, typical or neutral. Controversial topics were marked, and the 
researcher asked the participants to clarify their beliefs regarding these topics and the factors that 
have led them to these options. In the questions for the interview, the researcher was cautious to 
remain impartial and distant from inflicting any influence on the responses of the participants, 
therefore any questions that included a generalization about the controversy of certain topics in 
Egyptian society was supported by references and legislations from the Egyptian constitution. 
For example, all participants have addressed mental health issues in their tweets, either regarding 
themselves or as a topic in general. They all recognize the importance of mental health and have 
expressed so in their tweets in many forms and occasions. Therefore, the question was asked as:  
Research studies on Egyptians and the Egyptian society concludes that there is often a 
stigma related to mental health in Egypt, people don't usually speak about their mental 
health issues freely, and they tend to disguise any relatives with mental health issues 
(Endrawes, G., O'Brien, L., & Wilkes, L. (2007). How do you see this ideology? 
This helped the researcher refocus the question on the norms of this society and on the 
participant while remaining impartial. As this section was standardized among all four 
participants, the researcher asked each participant questions regarding mental health, gender 
roles, and cursing. 
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3.5.3 Tweet Based Questions   
A think aloud protocol was necessary as the researcher was analyzing the tweets before 
the interviews. There were linguistic patterns that the participants repeated that were particularly 
interesting, and the researcher wanted to prompt an authentic response from the participant when 
they saw the tweet and justified why they used language the way they used it. These include their 
use of code switching when the equivalent already exists in the other language, for example 
when they code switch to to curse in one language rather than the other.  
3.6 Data Analysis Method 
As this is a qualitative study, the data was analyzed and synthesized according to two 
stages of analysis. In the first stage, the data collected was analyzed as a within-case analysis and 
the second stage was analyzed as a cross-case analysis. For within-case analysis, each 
participant’s tweets were analyzed separately to reflect their individual identity, personality and 
language patterns.  Moreover, each participant’s tweet analysis was used to drive the questions 
during the interview, and the interview transcriptions were used to triangulate the results from 
the tweet analysis and support some of the conclusions drawn by the researcher through 
analyzing the tweets. The combination of both the tweet analysis and interview transcriptions 
allowed the researcher to formulate a balanced narrative on the experiences of each individual 
with English on Twitter, and in their daily lives in the past and present. 
The second stage of analysis was the cross-case analysis. In this stage, the researcher 
analyzed the shared and different themes across each participant, whether in their past or present. 
For example, the researcher had observed that three of the four participants had mentioned one 
another on Twitter, either in support of an opinion or simply interacting with one another. 
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Therefore, it seems important to clarify the similarities and differences in identities, ideologies, 
and the ways they position themselves on Twitter and in the Egyptian society. 
3.7 Researcher Positionality 
The researcher is the essential instrument in a qualitative methods study and therefore, 
the skills of the researcher determine a great deal of the validity of the qualitative research. As an 
Egyptian, and as a user of Twitter, some themes and interpretations from the tweets were not free 
from the possibility of bias. Therefore, during the interviews, any unclear or dubious analyses 
were confirmed or contradicted by the participants themselves rather than making assumptions. 
Moreover, the researcher made sure to rid the research from her own generalizations about 
Twitter or the Egyptian society based on personal experience through supporting any 
generalization and information presented in the interview questions through the frame of 
research, news, legislation and other credible sources. This way the participant addressed this 
source of information, either supporting or contradicting it, and not the researcher herself. 
 Hosseini (2017) addresses the issue of friendship and familiarity with the participants as 
a two-edged sword in qualitative studies. On the one hand it would help the participants be more 
comfortable with the process to provide the researcher with intimate detailed perspectives on the 
addressed topics. However, it could also provide the researcher with another obstacle of 
revealing the participant’s personal information. In order to tackle this to the best of the 
researcher’s ability, the participants were informed at the beginning of the interview that they 
can share information with the researcher and decide that they don’t want this information to be 
published in the study. Moreover, at the end of the interviews they were also reminded of the 
information they shared, and whether they were comfortable with this information being 
published. 
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3.8 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the research methods of this study were discussed in detail. The collection 
of data was in two stages. The first stage included collecting and analyzing Tweets for four 
Egyptian Twitter users, and the second stage included the interview protocol and questions 
formulated to triangulate results from the analyzed tweets. The data was analyzed over two 
stages. The first is a within-case analysis, where a well-rounded image of the identities, 
ideologies and language patterns of each participants were formulated, and the second stage 
included a cross-case analysis of the common and different themes between the four participants. 
The results are discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
This chapter will detail the findings of the study by narrating the stories of the four main 
participants, their biographies, and attitudes towards using English, Twitter, and Egyptian 
society. It will then provide a cross-case analysis of the results, emphasizing and synthesizing the 
main findings of the study. 
4.1 Within-Case Analysis 
4.1.1 Mohamed 
Mohamed is a Cairene 27-year-old lawyer who joined Twitter in 2011 during the 25th Jan 
revolution. He majored in Law, in the English section, where he used English as the primary 
language of study 50% of the time. As an Egyptian law major, Arabic was essential to study 
Egyptian legislation, the Constitution, and Egyptian laws. Before joining the faculty of law, 
Mohamed attended a language school, where classes such as mathematics and science were 
taught in English, and the remaining classes in Arabic. His memory of learning English in school 
included learning the basics of the language, but he attributes his daily use of the language and 
fluency to watching TV shows in English, mostly sitcoms, and practicing alongside them. He 
practiced his speaking in English with non-Arabic speakers in college, and later on he continued 
to practice with others on Twitter as well.  
From the period of October 1st until 31st December 2019, Mohamed tweeted 510 tweets, 
with 32% of the tweets in English, 39% in Arabic, and 22% in code-switching. Overall, he used 
code-switching in his tweets the most out of the four participants, while still using English only 
and Arabic only for other tweets. After analyzing the tweets according to the coding scheme, 7% 
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of Mohamed’s tweets did not fit the coding scheme detailed in the methods section. Mohamed’s 
tweet analysis show that he is a fan of Liverpool, the European League Soccer team, and that he 
live tweeted his reaction to their matches on Twitter. He also seemed to enjoy referencing TV 
shows, music and films that he watched in a sarcastic tone. The sarcastic element, which will be 
explored later on with examples, appears in his comparison between two Egyptian and Western 
references, that are not associated together in any way, using a humorous and sarcastic tone. 
Mohamed did not appear to enjoy his work very much, and he often sarcastically tweeted about 
some of the struggles he faced at work. The only exception to this pattern of sarcasm that the 
researcher observed was when he expressed his feelings to his partner or communicated with 
others while directly addressing them. 
During the interview, the researcher presented Mohamed with several tweets in which he 
used code switching. When shown Tweet 4.1, the researcher asked Mohamed why he did not 
substitute the phrase written in English “too good to be true” with an equivalent in Arabic. When 
asked about this during the interviews, Mohamed informs the researcher: “why play around 
when the accurate expression is there?” 
 
Tweet 4.1 
“Liverpool this year is too good to be true to the point where I think the league will probably be 
cancelled due to security reasons or the death or the queen or something”  
Translation 4.1  
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As briefly mentioned earlier, Mohamed was the participant who most used code switching in his 
tweets. In the tweets where Mohamed used code switching, Mohamed usually code-switched to 
English to represent a reference, name, idiom, phrase or quote that, in his opinion, cannot be 
replaced in Arabic. Tweet 4.2 provides an example of Mohamed code switching from one 
language to another to merge a western reference with an Egyptian sentence and vice versa to 
convey a sarcastic and entirely new meaning. 
 
Tweet 4.2 
“If the Egyptian national anthem became Polyushka Polye3 maybe my relationship with Egypt 
will improve and I might even feel a sense of belonging” 
Translation 4.2  
In Tweet 4.2 Mohamed sarcastically alludes to his love for the song Polyushka Polye to the point 
where it could contribute to his Egyptian patriotism.  
As Mohamed used English while tweeting, Mohamed revealed in his interview that he 
considers English to be a ‘lighter’ language. He believes that English affords him the opportunity 
to express his personal, vulnerable thoughts and feelings. He explains further: 
 “  لجنلاا نكمم فراع شم سبفراع شم فخا ناك ةدك لبق لقلااع وا تاجاح يف فخا ىقبيب ش . It’s for when 
people express how depressed they are وأ talk about more personal stuff. جو وا ظن ةهير  ناز ي
ام لكشب هيف ىبختسيب نكمم يلوقت ام”  
“I don’t know, maybe English is a lighter language to address certain things, or at least it 
was lighter before, I don’t know. It’s for when people express how depressed they are or 
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talk about more personal stuff. Or my personal opinion is that it’s a language one can 
hide in somehow” 
This is best illustrated in Mohamed’s tweets when he expressed his feelings towards his partner 
or commented on his personal life choices. Mohamed wrote all sentimental tweets addressed to 
his partner in English, however, the only exception was when he declared his love in which he 
then used Arabic. He also used English when he expressed his personal feelings, emotions, or 
any vulnerability. Tweet 4.3, Tweet 4.4, and Tweet 4.5 exemplify what Mohamed spoke about 
earlier during his interview. 
 
Tweet 4.3 
 
Tweet 4.4 
“I love you” 
Translation 4.4 
 
Tweet 4.5 
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In Tweet 4.3, Mohamed used sarcasm in English to imply how he feels in that moment about his 
life choices, thus he conveyed a vulnerable, personal feeling about his life and used English to do 
explain his state. The following two tweets were addressed to the same person, his partner. 
Mohamed expressed his elaborate feelings toward his partner in English, with the exception of 
the phrase “I love you” “كبحب”, which he expressed in Arabic. In this situation, Mohamed used 
English because it is a “lighter” language to embody how he felt. 
Another observed linguistic pattern among Mohamed’s tweets was that Mohamed only 
cursed using Arabic. He justified cursing in Arabic as simply more “expressive” than cursing in 
English. He commented in his interview, “ بتب شم يهول نكمم سب ةدوصقم ىق  content كلا ناك ايا زفتسمملا 
م ىقبيهرتكا ربع ” which is translates to “It is unconscious but maybe if the content is triggering, 
Arabic will be more expressive.” He further elaborated that he uses Twitter as the platform to 
freely express himself since he doesn’t need to censor himself on it, contrary to Facebook, to 
which all his family and colleagues belong. He described Twitter as a platform where judgement 
is less than other platforms, and that taboo topics will always exist in Egyptian society; therefore, 
one should search for a platform with least judgment: “  نكلووباتلا  يللا ناكملا فوشيب صخشلاو ةدك ةدك دوجوم
هيف يقلايه judgement لقا”. 
When asked how he sees women using the same expressive curse words, given that it is 
considered immoral in the Egyptian society, he responded “ شم ةبيرز هد يرصملا عمتجملا وهام  
Reference ةجاحل” which means “Egyptian society is a cowshed, it is not a reference to anything”. 
Mohamed explained that he prioritizes authenticity, and that the gender of the participants in a 
conversation is irrelevant compared to whether they are being truthful or whether they are just 
maintaining a front. Mohamed credited his indifference and non-judgment toward so called 
“immoral” actions in the Egyptian society to his exposure to these concepts early in his life 
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through watching western media and TV shows, emphasizing that this has especially affected his 
views regarding women’s issues and gender roles. He compared what he experienced, which 
normalized the way he thinks about others and women, to how western media in the past decades 
has become more inclusive of minorities in representation, which has led to the perception of the 
presence of these cultural minorities as the norm for present and future. Another example he 
provided was the reaction of a child from a religious background to his first time at a bar—he 
will be as shocked as Egyptian men are shocked at the possibility of women cursing. In his 
opinion, witnessing something early on builds room for “familiarity,  هسفن وه ول ىتح لبقتي صخشلا يلختب
لمعيب شم” meaning “familiarity and acceptance, even if one does not act on the same practices or 
actions he accepts”.  
Mohamed believes that Twitter has enabled the widespread dissemination of some 
concepts from English that were not necessarily present in the Egyptian society at the time. He 
gave the example of “toxic relationships” and commented “it's like the color "blue" doesn't exist 
in a certain language, they used green instead, when this color actually existed in another 
language, same goes for some expressions and not only "toxic"”. The introduction to the concept 
of toxicity opened other lanes of thought, it raises the question “if people don't know how to say 
"toxic relationship" will they actually feel suffocated by their partner?  يداع لكاشم مهسفنل اولوقيه لاو
عاتبو سب نيقياضتمو”. What he mentions in Arabic translates to the question “Or will they tell 
themselves that it’s just normal relationship problems?” He also commented that this change is 
not always necessarily positive, and that the initial interpretation of these concepts will be 
confusing, and perhaps misused. As he formulates it, “to be clearer, does it only express existing 
feelings? Or can it create certain feelings people never went through?” This reflection on the 
language practices on Twitter and its effect on daily lives provides further insight on how 
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Mohamed is invested in using English on Twitter and the effect of English use has influenced his 
thoughts and perspective over the years. 
In continuation of Mohamed’s pattern of humor and sarcasm using code-switching 
illustrated in Tweet 4.2, Mohamed uses English to convey sarcasm and humor. Mohamed also 
often tweets famous lines, lyrics and quotes from movies without context. In Tweet 4.6, 
Mohamed tweets a line from The Godfather, in Tweet 4.7 he tweets song lyrics, and in Tweet 
4.8, he tweets a line from the movie Old School.  
 
Tweet 4.6 
 
Tweet 4.7 
                                 
Tweet 4.8 
 “Sometimes it's relatable, sometimes I find it funny, sometimes it's just random. There’s no 
pattern” is the response Mohamed gives when shown the above tweets. He expressed that he 
enjoys certain films, movies, and music and sometimes he can remember a line he watched and 
decide to tweet it as he believes it is a funny line in isolation without its original context.  
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As illustrated above, Mohamed and his tweets provide us with information around the use 
of English and Arabic on Twitter. Mohamed enjoys sharing his thoughts on Twitter due to the 
less judgmental nature of the application compared to others, and he enjoys mainly tweets that 
express some humor. Though he uses both English and Arabic to tweet, Mohamed uses English 
the majority of the time when expressing vulnerable feelings towards his partner and uses code-
switching to covey sarcasm by comparing something in Egyptian culture (using Arabic) with 
something in western culture (using English). Mohamed also believes that exposure to other 
cultures through language is a determining factor in his acceptance of others and change in the 
Egyptian society.  
4.1.2 Omar 
Omar is a Cairene 27-year-old photographer who joined Twitter in 2011. He majored in 
electrical engineering for two years, before he changed his major to marketing. On the side, 
Omar has a career as a well-known photographer in Cairo, which he believes is doing relatively 
well. He describes himself as a “photographer, mediatographer, videographer, basically a visual 
artist.” Omar had attended a private language school before his time at the university, like 
Mohamed, where he was taught certain classes like math and science in English, while the rest of 
the classes were taught in Arabic. Omar does not consider himself fluent in English; he considers 
himself moderately capable of using the language. When suggesting that his tweets represent a 
fluent individual capable of using the language in formal and informal contexts, he responded 
that he may be fluent in writing, but in speaking he notices that he stops and pauses between 
sentences to formulate the next thought, which in his opinion does not equal fluency. He credits 
fluency in writing to his school education but credits his conversation skills as self-taught from 
“watching Friends and TV shows” and “Youtube.” He mentions “like I spent ممنك  [maybe] 
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years” watching YouTube videos, with the majority of the content of YouTube videos he 
watches on a daily basis being in English.  
Omar rarely spoke English with his school friends that he grew up with. Omar joined 
Twitter in 2011, after the 25th of January revolution and until 2011, Omar felt self-conscious 
about speaking English with others, until he met several other Egyptian Twitter users during a 
Twitter gathering, where users meet each other in real life. He described this as a significant and 
memorable day in his experience with using English, since it was the first time that he felt 
comfortable speaking in English. Omar and other users from Twitter agreed to meet outside the 
virtual world. He described the experience in detail: 
"ن تنك ةرمعم تلز ةورم  هتقوناك ا اتعبس اهدنع نو ،ةدك ةجاح وأ ةنس رشكتتب سان اهلك ةلوزن تناكو انلزمل سب شلجنا .
موش تناك ناهير فيانيدعبو ت يسويا ناتلا نينتلااواج دحاو ناك ني ةيناطيرب ةعماج يناتلاو ةيكيرمأ ةعم  انكو  ملكتنب
كتيب سان عم لزنأ ةرم لوأ يه ناكو شلجنلإاب ا دعاق انأو سب شلجنإ اوملا ،فراع شم وه يللتنك سب فراع شم شم و 
 سشنوك  اب اودخيه ناشلع كراشا انا ناشم يعاتب يزيلجنلاا نا مهل تكفربينعي سب ، نوا رتيل  اوظحلا عاق ينا تكاس د
يعاتب يزيلجنلاا ناشلع مهلتلقف ،ينعي اناعم ملكتتب شم هيل ينعي  زا دوج زا تنزالوقف ،زياج وي ،ةلمج تملكتا ،ةلمج ت
ولاقتنا ام بط هااي يل اوأدب مويلا يقاب نيدعبو يداع وهأ ولح  نا اوسكمي ع يبرع يناشلهضرب. "  
“Once I went to hangout with Marwa, you know her, right? Anyway everyone we hung 
out with only spoke English. Merhan went to Choueifat4 then AUC (American University 
in Cairo, and the other two went to AUC and BUE (British University in Cairo), and this 
was the first time I actually hangout with people who only communicated in English. I 
didn’t know what to say, or not that I didn’t know what to say but I was self-conscious to 
join in on the conversation because I didn’t want them to notice that my English isn’t 
perfect. They realized this later on and asked me why I haven’t said anything yet, and I 
told them it’s because my English isn’t as good as you guys, and so I started by using 
English in one sentence. When I finally used English in that sentence, everyone around 
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was like “you speak English just fine”. They even tried to mix in a little bit of Arabic in 
the rest of the day for me.” 
The story Omar narrated above took place in 2012, and even though years had passed, he 
described this as a very memorable day for him, and even sarcastically mentioned that all 
members of this gathering on that day may never even remember the previously mentioned 
conversation. From this day onward, Omar commented that he felt more confident when 
speaking English, and although he still doesn’t consider himself fluent, he is not as self-
conscious anymore to speak English in front of others. 
From the period of October 1st until December 2019, Omar tweeted 889 tweets.  45% of 
those tweets were in English, and 45% were in Arabic. Codeswitching took place in only 6% of 
the language patterns within all of Omar’s tweets. After analyzing the tweets according to the 
coding scheme, 4% of Omar’s tweets did not fit the coding scheme detailed in the methods 
section. The remainder of the tweet analysis showed that the topics Omar most tweets about are 
related to the theme of Western/Cosmopolitan Culture, especially American Football. In his 
interview, when the researcher asked Omar about his passion for American football, Omar told 
the story of his history with the sport in Egypt. He saw an old school friend post a photo of 
himself in the field, with the American football gear. Omar was intrigued, asked to play one 
game, and he described the experience as, “I was hooked and [maybe this is my second favorite 
thing in the world]  اهبحب ةجاح رتكأ ينات نوكت يد نكممملاعلا يف ”.  
In the tweet analysis, the researcher observed that Omar mainly tweeted about American 
Football in English. The reason for this is that Omar considers English the primary language of 
communication in this sport, as well as the language of the lingo and terminologies used during 
the games, and in his opinion, it is very difficult to practice American Football in Egypt without 
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being comfortable with understanding and using English the majority of the time. Omar speaks 
English during his American Football practice with his coaches and teammates, as both coaches 
are American University in Cairo alumni and lived in the United States for a period of time 
before permanently residing in Egypt. Omar watches games with English commentary only, and 
when asked if there were any resources for Arabic commentary on American Football, he 
mentioned one Arabic channel that broadcasts American Football games with Arabic 
commentary, but given the choice, whether he was watching alone or with his teammates, he 
would always switch to English commentary. The researcher asked Omar whether American 
Football would still be his favorite sport if he wasn’t comfortable speaking English, and Omar 
hesitated at first, then responded that he would still love the sport since it is a physical sport more 
than it is related to language. He continued to explain his point of view; however, as he 
explained further, he reached a new conclusion; English is an essential component in playing 
American Football in Egypt. He explained that American Football is a self-funded sport in 
Egypt, where each player pays around $600 (10,000 EGP) in fees and equipment before 
beginning the sport, therefore it is relatively far more expensive than other funded sports in 
Egypt. Omar explained: 
 “ لك شم غلبم هد  سسلاك لاشوسلا نوكأ يدصق شمو ،هيلع ردقتب  تسيسلاك  وأسب ةدك يلتسوم قبيب دح امل ى  دنورجكابلا 
ح ،هعاتبول ىت وه  وأ هلخدي شيضرم هوبا سب يدام رداقد خلك انحاو ،سيوك شم هعاتب شلجنلاا وه يبرع ةسردم هل 
 نشيكنويموكلاشلجنلااب  اف اذ نودلي ،يقلايب امل ... ال كشتو شلجنلااب هيلع دري فرعيب شم شلجنا ملكتيب  دروكوا ليف يذف 
دحل وا ةيوش  اودخاي اميو مهتقوع رتي اوفعم اولماع كلاشتو ، فوىقب سان هي لباترفموكنأ ليفيب وشميبوا  شوجيبم صلاخ
 فرعتب سانلا لك شمف ... يناتتبدأت هدل ”.  
“Not all social classes are capable of paying those high fees, and I really don’t mean to be 
classist, but mostly when someone with a background, or even if they are financially 
capable but their father sent them to an Arabic only school and their English really isn’t 
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that good, and we use English for all the field communication, when they face the fact 
that the coach uses English almost always and they can’t respond back in English, they 
feel a little awkward, or awkward until they can get used to the system. Some people 
even feel uncomfortable to the point that they leave and never return to play again, so not 
everyone can adapt.” 
This shows how Omar and his teammates use English to position themselves in the field, and 
that being comfortable with English plays a significant role in playing American Football in 
Egypt.  
 Omar had been using Twitter as a platform for self-expression since 2011. When asked 
why he chose Twitter as a platform to express himself freely in English and Arabic on topics that 
are considered taboo in Egypt, he responded that it is a platform to which his family is not 
exposed. He believes Twitter is less judgmental than Facebook as a platform to share thoughts 
and opinions, and it is natural that not all people agree on one’s opinions and thoughts, 
essentially echoing the thoughts that Mohamed expressed about using Twitter over Facebook 
earlier. Some of the controversial topics that Omar tweeted and openly supported are around 
feminism, mental health, politics, and sexuality. Some of the tweets include: 
 
Tweet 4.9 
In Tweet 4.9, Omar retweets a tweet which echoes a recent online trend “men are trash” 
in response to a woman who tweeted about her experience with a man she had been dating and 
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his response when she told him about a recent family member’s death. As mentioned above, 
feminism in Egypt is a movement that has not gained a positive reputation among Egyptians and 
is considered a controversial topic. By retweeting this, Omar is expressing his opinion on the 
injustice treated to the entire gender for women, although some men do accuse other men who 
support feminists and women’s rights as less masculine. 
 
Tweet 4.10 
“Culture and Tradition is an illness 
----------------------------------------------------- 
The difference is that the American is ill but the Saudi is following culture and traditions” 
Translation 4.10 
In Tweet 4.10, Omar compares the American show “You”, where the main actor is 
stalking, controlling, and obsessive towards his girlfriend to a Saudi show where the main actor 
carries out the same obsessive actions. The first commentator sarcastically points out that the 
difference between the American show and the Saudi show is that the protagonist in the 
American show is considered mentally ill by the viewers because of his actions, while his Saudi 
counterpart is seen a masculine man maintaining the cultural traditions of the Arab world. Omar 
concludes then they are both ill, as the blind following of the cultural traditions of the Arab 
world is considered in itself an illness. The concept of masculinity is a highly controversial topic 
in the Arab world. According to cultural traditions, a man loses his masculinity if he gives his 
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woman too much freedom or equality in a relationship. Even from close and distant family 
members, Omar could be attacked for this opinion if posted on Facebook or mentioned during a 
family gathering. 
  
Tweet 4.11                                                                     Tweet 4.12 
In Tweet 4.11 and 4.12, Omar uses swear words to express his opinion on mental health and 
Egyptian religious figures. In 4.11, the meme translates to “My specialty is female depression, 
you go find any train to jump in front of” and Omar comments “lame as fuck”. Omar uses this 
swear word to describe a meme created shaming both male mental health advocates as only 
womanizers; they only are open to guiding others to survive their mental health problems when 
they are women. He describes the meme as, “Lame as fuck,” which, as he phrases it, has a much 
more offensive and powerful force in Arabic than its counterpart in English. In Tweet 4.12, 
Omar attacks a prominent Islamic leader for his extremist views. He tweets, “Good morning, I 
just wanted to comment on this trend and say fuck al-Shar’awi”. This leader is considered a 
sacred symbol of Islam above any criticism by most Egyptian, even though he is only an Islamic 
scholar. Omar said that if this opinion was presented on Facebook, the backlash he would have 
received from family, distant relatives, and judgmental friends would be immense. He would be 
considered an infidel who lost his faith and his way to God. 
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 All the tweets presented above are considered controversial topics in Egyptian society. 
Omar described himself as fortunate enough not to attract bullies and problematic people who 
attack him for his opinions on Twitter, unlike a certain female user who might sometimes 
express unconventional opinions but is attacked by bullies for her opinion. After a short pause, 
he credited this to the probability of male privilege, since he noticed that whenever an attractive 
woman expresses her opinion, she most certainly receives more attacks and attracts attention. 
This alludes to the probability of gender playing a role in a more judgemental manner against 
women, even on Twitter, which he described as the platform with least judgment. 
On the choice of language when tweeting, Omar choses the language which comes to 
mind first. However, there are certain topics that he believes that he would use English only for 
because the thought will not even occur to him on this topic except for English, and this is 
reflected in the tweet analysis. In his interview, he states that he will almost always use English 
to talk about American football, technological tools, and to express emotions and feelings when 
he is in a vulnerable state.  
 
Tweet 4.12 
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Tweet 4.13 
The tweet data also reflected his use of Arabic when addressing certain topics. For 
example, when Omar means to express a religious term, to curse, and to speak about Egyptian 
politics and culture, he only uses Arabic. This is illustrated in the tweets below.    
 
Tweet 4.14 
 “Hahahaha, what is this?”  
Translation 4.14  
  
 Tweet 4.15 
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“I read this three time out loud just to make sure I’m getting it right” 
Translation 4.15 
In the previous two tweets, Omar chose to comment in Arabic on both topics, even 
though the first was originally written in English and the second in Arabic. He also followed this 
same pattern when tweeting about Egyptian celebrations, national holidays, with the exception of 
captioning some photographs of Egyptian cities in English. 
Omar’s choice of swear words was mostly in Arabic. Out of 51 tweets he swears in, 46 
are in Arabic. When Omar is asked why he chooses to curse in Arabic instead of English, even 
within sentences where he started and ended in English, he responds: 
 “ نعي ىقبته شلجنا نا ناشلعلصوته شم ي ، ىقبته شم،فسربسكا زا لصوته شم ستاذ ،تنيوبلا ليف يا واه .ينعي 
ه شمصوتل  تنيوبلا ىقبته شم تنتوب زالاثم انه تلق ول وه يللا ؟ةمهاف ،  تاذ"بنم سد يم وت تاذ "كاف زا فتيلوي نز ت
واس وت تناو يا زا سويريس زا دنوسدن؟ةمهاف ، "  
“Because in English, it just won’t convey what I mean, it won’t be as expressive and 
won’t deliver the point, that how I feel. It won’t convey my point and won’t sound as 
potent; you know what I mean? If I said here “that’s manipulative as fuck” that to me 
doesn’t sound as serious as I want it to sound, you know what I mean?” 
This perfectly illustrates the importance of both languages and their use on Twitter from Omar’s 
perspective.  
Omar also uses Arabic when using religious terms or sending his condolences to others 
after the passing of their loved ones. The phrase Omar uses most is “leave it to God”. Examples 
are provided below. 
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Tweet 4.16                                                               Tweet 4.17 
“My friend, leave it to God”                       “Leave it to God” 
Translation 4.16                                                         Translation 4.17 
When sending condolences in Tweet 4.18, he used a religious phrase with the literal meaning of 
“Everything is finite, except for God, stay strong.” This is a strong Islamic phrase used to remind 
the living to leave their faith in God as he will always be there to help. Its equivalent in English 
could be “God’s love is eternal.” yet Omar believes this phrase is much stronger than its English 
equivalent and the most appropriate in Egyptian culture. 
 
Tweet 4.18                                                                       Tweet 4.19 
“God forgive you; your presence was light. I wish we could’ve spent more time together but one 
day this will happen, my friend” 
Translation 4.19  
In Tweet 4.19, Omar’s condolences are more personal after a death of his friend. Though he 
starts with a religious term, the reminder of his tweet is not directly related to anything religious. 
He told me that he used Arabic here because Arabic was the main mode of communication 
between them, and to him, this friend is associated with Arabic only.  
From the beginning of the interview, it seemed that Omar was extremely self-aware. He 
had made a decision about how he perceived his English proficiency, where he learned speaking, 
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what contributed to his comfort in using the language and of the language he uses and the topics 
he uses it for. This reflected what the data of the coded tweet showed, including the topics and 
what he chose to tweet about in which language. 
4.1.3 Mona 
Mona, also a Cairene, is a 26-year-old English major who works in a study abroad 
company. Mona’s job requires fluency in English, as they have partnerships with international 
universities, especially in the United States and Britain. She also works with individual Egyptian 
students; therefore, both languages are required for her current job. Mona attended a private 
language school, similar to both Mohamed and Omar, where they learned certain subjects in 
English, and the remaining subjects in Arabic. Mona’s interests in the American culture and 
using English began as a teenager, as she saw it as a way to be “cool”. She says: 
 “When you start watching a lot of movies and you just want to be like the Americanized 
version of yourself, and I think Kaman [too] my age and my generation, it's where we all 
start being this kind of like Americanized kid.”.   
She explains her dedication to her use of English and acquiring an American accent as following:  
“I went to like a language school, like normal. I was like a normal kid, went to a 
language school like, you know, a normal 90s kid. But the thing is, I was I was very 
interested in acting and I was very interested in like movies or stuff like this. And I 
wanted to be like them. I wanted to talk like them. I wanted to be them. I wanted to be 
them, so I wanted to like, imitate and like, you know, copy them.” 
Mona didn’t use English with others until she was 13 years old when she “started having friends 
like me who are really Americanized and already, like, watches Friends and like, you know, talk 
about the series and that.” Most of the students in her school did not share the same interests. In 
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fact other students perceived Mona and her small group of friends as “the outcasts. Like the 
weird talk in English all the time group”.   
From the period of October 1st until December 2019, Mona tweeted 616 tweets.  42% of 
those tweets were in English, and 47% were in Arabic. Codeswitching took place in only 8% of 
the language patterns within all of Mona’s tweets. After analyzing the tweets according to the 
coding scheme, 4% of Mona’s tweets did not fit the coding scheme detailed in the methods 
section.  
Mona identifies as a feminist, and continuously voice her opinions on issues related to 
gender roles, sexism and women’s rights on Twitter. Mona constantly challenged gender roles 
and sexism in her tweets. This is shown by her tweets illustrated below: 
 
Tweet 4.20 
 
Tweet 4.21 
In the previous two tweets, Mona expressed her opinion on women’s rights. The first tweet came 
after other men kept comparing between the beauty of a particular woman and other Egyptian 
women. The second came as a response to a man commenting on a women’s body, labelling it as 
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imperfect. In both tweets, Mona expressed her opinion and attacked these ideologies using 
English. 
When Mona was asked why she even chooses to use English, Mona responded that it 
gives her a personality that is different from her Arabic personality. She believes that “language 
adds a personality to you. Like, that's some personality. So, you have this English personality 
and you have this Arabic personality” and that English provides her with various expressions that 
are not in Arabic. She elaborates,  
“This identity that it gives you, it just gives you a lot of expressions. It gives you a lot of 
expressions and gives you a lot of things that this Arabic does not give you. But like at 
the same time, Arabic gives you a lot of expressions that English do not give you. So, it 
goes both ways.”  
Here Mona emphasizes the importance of both languages and that she uses both English and 
Arabic to position herself differently in different situations and on different platforms. 
The dress code in Egypt is strictly conservative. Dress code guides have been created for 
women who are hoping to visit Egypt, emphasizing the necessity of adhering to this code to 
avoid dangerous situations while walking Egyptian streets (Katrandjian, 2011; Safwat, 2018). 
This standard is even harsher for Egyptian women. El Naggar (2010) briefly explains, “In the 
Arab world, such behavior is tolerated only in the entertainment business. Otherwise, it is seen as 
a sign of moral depravity that can lead to the demise of a woman’s reputation and standing” (par. 
6). Nevertheless, Mona’s dress code seems not to adhere to this common dress code. When asked 
about how she makes her fashion decisions and how others perceive this, she justifies this as 
being petite, which helps her not attract much attention. Though this is in her opinion taking 
advantage of the double standards and injustice toward other women who are not petite, she 
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admits that she feels less threatened because she is petite. She mentions, “I think I had a friend 
once told me that you don't look so slutty when you're wearing those things. You just look 
normal, because I think I don't have this idea of myself. Like, I know that I'm wearing this 
because just like it.” Mona also believes that the system is corrupt, and the way she sees other 
women is the way that she sees herself. She explains “I don't like having the double standards 
because I wear those things. And I know that. I know that clothes identify some of your parts. 
But they don't identify your morals and don't identify anything else. It's just a way of you how 
you express yourself.”  
She attributed the way she perceives other women and her opinions on other 
controversial topics to her early introduction to other cultures and investment in using English. 
Even though she was born to religious parents and attended a girls only Islamic school, her 
acceptance of other controversial opinions stems from her exposure to a larger world as a result 
of her investment in English. She says 
 “I was born in like an Islamic like way of I was raised in the Islamic way and I went 
even to an Islamic university school. So, it was like a girls only school. So, I don't think if 
I was not exposed to this, like other societies and the globalization of ideas and books and 
movies and news and broadcasts and stuff like this, I don't think I would think the same 
way. I see other peoples that weren't”. 
As for the stigma against mental health in Egypt, she believes she “realized that it's not like they 
don't accept you, but they don't understand. It's like when you tell people I'm depressed, they 
don't understand it.”  She believes that awareness is key, and that it is hard to help people who 
don’t speak English become more aware as the resources around mental health in Arabic are not 
as accessible and are somewhat limited. Mona believes that to raise awareness about mental 
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health in Egypt, this should be done in Arabic, as the majority identify Arabic as their native 
language. Without communicating in the language they most identify with, their awareness of 
mental health will still be lacking. The lack of representation, at times even misrepresentation, of 
mental health issues in the Egyptian media plays a large role in the stigma surrounding mental 
health. The more others speak about this in Arabic to a wider audience is the first step in the road 
of lifting this stigma.  After speaking out about her experience struggling with anorexia in Arabic 
on Facebook, she found the responses overwhelming, she concludes from the experience, “So 
you'd find a lot of people actually expressing and actually experiencing a lot of mental health 
issues that they might not know about”. 
The researcher showed Mona some of her tweets where she uses code switching to 
explain the topic she tweets about. Mona tweeted about what a woman should consider red flags 
in a relationship. Men on Twitter started attacking Mona for expressing her views, and this led to 
her following tweet, Tweet 4.22. 
 
Tweet 4.22 
“This is the first time in my life I am being attacked this way because of my tweets but it’s pretty 
clear that men here are just hurt by their fragile masculinity”. 
Translation 4.22  
The question posed by the researcher was why Mona used “fragile masculinity” instead of an 
alternative in Arabic. She explains that the literal translation would not convey the meaning she 
wanted to deliver. If she used Arabic, she would have to explain the process in sentences rather 
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than two words, and still would not be able to powerfully convey the concept. The same could be 
applied to certain phrases in Arabic, especially religious phrases. For example, Tweet 4.23 shows 
an entire sentence in English with only the final words that is written in Arabic.  
 
Tweet 4.23 
Mona used this religious term in Arabic because she believes English does not carry a fair 
equivalent. She considers herself spiritual, and when she talks to God, she uses Arabic. To her, 
“God bless” is no equivalent to the Arabic Mash’allah. She describes her relationship with both 
languages as “I'm very proud of Arabic and English and I'm very proud of them both”.  
When Mona describes the impact of English and her investment in other cultures in a 
powerful statement, she admits that this investment and exposure has taught her acceptance of 
change.  
“Acceptance I think because I was exposed to it in a very young age. Then you just, you 
know, you're just watching this thing. And just like you find yourself watching something 
else and you're just like, wow, that. Yes. I think at first it was like it felt like, oh, there's 
another world outside of our world, like this is how it is. But I think we all go through 
this. I think lucky people who actually go through actually having this privilege of 
identifying their gender and identifying their sex and identifying their sexual orientation 
and thinking about it and trying to think, OK,  that there is this or is it like that, that 
there's a lot of options outside of your circle. So back to what I was telling you, why I 
was I was I wanted to say this because I was aware that there's another world, I was 
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aware that there's a lot of disorders in life. And it was I was aware that there was a lot of 
sexual orientations outside of our world. I was aware that there's a lot of that. I was aware 
that there's another world that we don't talk about.” 
This final statement from Mona perfectly summarized the role of investment in English and how 
these participants use it to position themselves inside and outside Twitter. The previous tweets 
describe Mona as a feminist, open-minded girl in Egypt that does not confine herself to the rules 
imposed by society. She also identifies with the western culture and identifies with both 
languages, describing this identification as two personalities, one for each language.  
4.1.4 Rawan 
Rawan is Cairene 28-year-old dentist. She spent the first 17 years of her life residing with 
her family in Saudi Arabia, until she returned to Egypt to attend an Egyptian private university. 
When she lived in Saudi Arabia, she was educated in the Saudi public education system, where 
all subjects were taught in Arabic except for English as a Foreign Language. Rawan has no 
specific memory of when she began learning English at school, but she recalled that most of the 
time her parents were highly invested in helping her with her English at home. From the period 
of October 1st until December 2019, Rawan tweeted 658 tweets.  Only 30% of those tweets were 
in English, and 58% were in Arabic. Codeswitching took place in 25% of the language patterns 
within all of Rawan’s tweets. After analyzing the tweets according to the coding scheme, 8% of 
Rawan’s tweets did not fit the coding scheme detailed in the methods section.  
Rawan began to use English in her daily life more actively when she started her 
university education. To be accepted as a student, prospective students were required to take a 
university English Placement test. Students were placed into different levels and provided 
support in the form of English classes throughout the years. She explained that the entire 
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curriculum was in English, and they were expected to use English when submitting assignments 
or conducting presentations. This was the start of Rawan using English with her friends during 
her university years and she continues to do so until today. When asked why she uses English on 
Twitter, she explained: 
“ م تاعاسا نا ةيوش يسحتب شيفع شم يتنللا ىلع يربعت ةفراغامد يف ي لاثم ريغ كلاابهضرب تنا يسحتبف شلجن  انايحا
 شم كنايربعت ةفراع نع امد يف يللاريغ كغ رعلاب ربعا فرعه يللا ةجاحلاب ةغللاب بتكب امل ةداع ةماع ينعي شم سب .يب
لوقا ةزياع يلللا ىلع اهيب تكا ةجاح شم رتكا هدك نم رة ” 
“Sometimes you feel like you don’t how to accurately express what you are thinking 
except in English, and the same thing with Arabic. Usually I just use the language that 
can best express what I want to say, that’s basically it.” 
Aside from her main job as a dentist, Rawan is highly interested in fashion and art. She 
paints flowers and birds and other beautiful paintings and publishes them on her Twitter account. 
In the analysis of her tweets, it seemed that whenever Rawan published a painting, she would 
title it in English. For example, Tweet 4.24 illustrates the painting and its title.  
 
Tweet 4.25 
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Rawan was surprised that she does this. She told the researcher that she did not know why she 
does this, but that the painting names only comes to her mind in English, and she does not really 
need to debate between both languages; in fact, she does not give it much thought. She thought 
about this aspect a little and reflected that it makes sense to give it a name in English since she is 
interested in famous painters and their artwork such as Gustav Klimt and Van Gogh. She 
explains further: 
“ نا ىقبت امل ناشلع تي ددتسرتنا  يللا تجاحلا مظعم كلاب يتدخ تنا ول هنا + ةدك لمعب هيل انا وه اهيف ةركفم شم تناو ةجاحب
لاثم اهيلع جرفتنب انحا د يسحت يتناف شلجنا شلجنا هلك جرفتن انيقب امه امل يركفتب لاصا تقب كغمعته ةجاح يف يركفت اهيل
شم لاثم شلجنلاب يد ةيحانلا ةدك ؟يدصق ةمهاف يز تاجاح تاذلابو زجتنيابلا هلك يه ةيوش روهشم اهمظعم يللا لاثم ا
ستسترلا دحو شلجنا شتنكم لاصا مهتعاتب تاحوللا يقلات نكمم شم لاصا ىتح اوبتكيب شمو برع شم  تا تتيلسنرت نا توا 
 ةمهاف ،شلجنا دصق؟ي ” 
“ Because when you’re interested in something, you don’t think why am I using this 
language + if you notice, most of the things we watch nowadays, everything is in 
English, so you feel like when you think of something you think of it in English, you 
know what I mean? Especially something like famous paintings, it’s all for artists that are 
not Arab and probably didn’t even title their paintings in English, but someone translated 
them to English, you know what I mean?” 
This shows how Rawan uses English to position herself and her artwork on Twitter. She is so 
accustomed to seeing titles of paintings in English, she automatically uses English to title her 
own artwork. 
 Rawan doesn’t often swear on Twitter. When Rawan was asked about this, and whether 
she would choose to swear in English or Arabic, the question seemed to take her by surprise, but 
she responded that believes using Arabic swear words are simply “too vulgar,” and it makes her 
feel that the swear word is too offensive, and so she prefers not to curse in Arabic.  
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Rawan also speaks openly about her mental health on Twitter, even though she would not 
be comfortable doing so on Facebook. Facebook is where family and friends are, and although 
her immediate family was aware of some of her mental health problems, she personally wanted 
to keep it a secret. When asked if this was because of the stigma around mental health in Egypt, 
she responded that there is a stigma all around the world, not just Egypt, and that this is a 
personal preference rather than a fear of stigma.  
One of the places where Rawan particularly struggles to use Arabic is at work. She finds 
it difficult to explain to the patient their medical problems while using Arabic. To her, the 
problem could be summarized in one word in English, but to translate it to Arabic, you need to 
start from the very beginning. This is not always easy, since her primary language of study 
during her time in dentistry school was English. It is clear that Rawan uses English to position 
herself regarding her profession more than any other topic, which she varies between English 
and Arabic without a clear pattern. 
4.2 Cross-Case Analysis 
4.2.1 Language Patterns: The Tweets vs. The Interview 
In order to compare the language patterns used in the tweets with the way the participants 
used language during face to face interactions, the participants were not instructed to use one 
language or another. In the tweet analysis, all four participants used a mixture between Arabic, 
English and code switching between both languages. However, the percentage of using these 
different languages was not fixed between the four participants. Depending on the topic, some 
participants used one language more than other participants when addressing this particular 
topic. Table 4.1 compares the differences between participants and the language they use. From 
the language patterns illustrated above, it seems that almost three out of four participants use 
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similar percentages of English and Arabic, while some of them code switch more than others, 
with Mohamed, Omar and Mona varying between 32 – 45% of all tweets in English and 39 - 
47% in Arabic. All four participants code switch between both languages but they either mainly 
use English and Arabic. Mohamed uses English more than Arabic by only 6%, and he code 
switches between English and Arabic more than any other participants, reaching 22% of his 
tweets. During the interview, Mohamed also codes switched between Arabic and English, but for 
the majority of the interview, he used Arabic. As for Omar, he equally uses English and Arabic 
in his tweets, however, in the interview the main language was Arabic with some code switching 
to English. 
 Arabic Code-
switching 
to English 
English Code-
switching 
to Arabic 
Undefined  Total of 
Tweets 
Mohamed 39% 19% 32% 3% 7% 510 
Omar 45%  4% 45%  2%  4% 889 
Mona 47% 7% 42%  1%  3% 616 
Rawan 58%  3% 30% 1% 8% 658 
Table 4.1 – Comparison between Participants in Language Use on Twitter 
Mona almost uses both languages equally in her tweets; however, she spoke English in the 
interview while code switching to Arabic toward the end. Finally, Rawan used more Arabic than 
any other participant, occasionally switching to English in the middle. All participants made 
Arabic tweets more often than English tweets, with some individual differences. However, for all 
participants, it was more common to code switch from Arabic to English than from English to 
Arabic. This reflects that there maybe be a discrepancy between their frequency of using both 
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languages on Twitter versus in a face to face conversation; however, it confirms the constant use 
of code switching in all four interviews as reflected in their tweets.  
 
4.2.2 Twitter vs. Other Platforms 
Three of four participants believed Twitter was a less judgmental platform than others 
such as Facebook, and three of them attributed their openness in publishing their ideas and 
opinions there to the lack of close family, distant family and acquaintances on Twitter. Mohamed 
mentions that Twitter is a platform with less judgment largely because of the high number of 
anonymous accounts, and the idea that everyone in on Twitter to “blow off steam.” When Omar 
was still in school, he mentioned that boys trying to speak English in a comprehensible accent 
were bullied by other boys. If someone tried to pronounce “p” as /p/ instead of /b/, which is 
common in Arabic speakers of English, they were shamed as this was perceived as taking away 
some of their masculinity. Therefore, Omar believes Twitter is a place where it is comfortable to 
use English, and to meet people who he can speak English around without feeling too self-
conscious about his accent.  
Though he counts himself as fortunate to feel this way about Twitter, he mentions that it 
is not always friendly to other female users. His opinion is reflected in some of Mona’s tweets on 
her opinion on obvious red flags in a relationship, and when women should leave their partner. 
The backlash she received from other male Twitter users confirms that while Twitter is 
considered less judgmental than other platforms, Omar’s description of male privilege on Twitter 
does exist. 
All four users described Twitter as a place where they can speak freely about issues on 
mental health, politics, controversiality in Egyptian ideology, and three of them add sexuality 
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and sexual orientation. They also use Twitter to make friendships and create connections with 
others. Finally, all four users joined Twitter between 2011 – 2012 after the 25th January 
revolution, though only two of them explicitly stated that they joined it because of the revolution.  
4.2.4 Topics in English vs. Topics in Arabic 
Not all users make a clear-cut distinction between their use of English and Arabic for 
different topics; however, they all admit that there are things that only come to mind in one 
language or the other. As reflected in the tweets, all participants use English for any references, 
phrases, quotes, and idioms that are originally in English, but they also use the language to 
express themselves when they are vulnerable or to speak on topics like mental health or personal 
issues. Mohamed admits this explicitly since he considers English a ‘lighter’ language, a 
language he can disguise himself behind. Omar even selects certain topics where he thinks about 
in English such as American football and technology. This is illustrated in their tweets further, as 
illustrated in Table 4.2. 
Rawan and Mona do not directly provide specific topics which they think about in 
English; however, it seems that Rawan mostly uses English for her professional life. Mona is 
clear that she uses Arabic when she speaks to God or uses religious terms. It seems that all 
participants use English to position themselves in different ways than how they position 
themselves using Arabic both on Twitter and in non-virtual lives.  
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4.3.5 The Role of Using English in Egyptian Society 
Three of four participants directly emphasize the benefits of using English in their lives. 
Though the contexts they use English to position themselves differ, they admit that without 
English certain events in their lives and their perspectives could have changed.  
All participants use English in their studies, work or hobbies. As a lawyer, Mohamed 
studied 50% of his curriculum in English, and continued to use it after graduation. Omar’s 
English helped him find his favorite sport and his passion, as he admits that it would have been 
difficult to be as dedicated to the sport of football in Egypt if he was not comfortable using 
English. He also uses it to speak about anything related to technology and to caption his 
photographs. Mona uses English at work daily. Rawan uses English as a part of her work and 
also to caption her photos as an artist. English is incorporated in all four participants’ lives 
professionally as well as personally. 
Three participants have also mentioned that their investment in using English and 
exposure to other cultures through English has fostered in them a sense of acceptance towards 
other schools of thought and opened their horizons to search beyond what they have been taught. 
Mohamed believes that the Egyptian society is not a good reference when judging others, and 
that this ideology stems from his exposure to other standards early on. Omar does think that he 
would have eventually held the same perspectives he holds now; however, it would have taken 
him much longer without his use of English. Mona states that she would have been a very 
different person without English and her perspectives on women, mental health, and sexuality 
would have not changed much from those of her family. Sometimes differently, and sometimes 
similarly, all four participants use English to position themselves in a certain way on Twitter and 
in the Egyptian society. 
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Amongst the middle classes in Egypt, women consider cursing in Arabic widely 
inappropriate, as opposed to men. Even among higher classes, women curse in Arabic less 
frequently than men (Zawrotna, 2016; Bayoumi, 2018). This is reflected in the data from the 
tweet analysis where the two male participants curse in Arabic significantly more than English, 
and the two female participants rarely curse in Arabic in their tweets. Moreover, when 
participants were asked why they chose Arabic rather than English to curse, both male 
participants describe cursing in Arabic as more expressive, potent, and irreplaceable, while one 
of the female participants regards it as vulgar and having extremely inappropriate connotations.  
The results of the study illustrate that four Egyptian users on Twitter consider English a 
language that affords them opportunities to position themselves that Arabic may lack, which has 
contributed to their investment in English. The results also expand on the role of language 
investment on their perception of traditional beliefs in the Egyptian society, as their interest in 
speaking and using the language has introduced them to a bigger cultural world that increased 
their acceptance of other cultures, religions, sexualities, and worldwide perceptions beyond the 
environment where they were raised. Their investment in using English on Twitter could have 
been affected had Twitter been an unforgiving platform with consequences to expressing these 
unconventional thoughts The lesser judgment practiced by users of this community has created a 
more suitable platform not only for language use, but expression of self and others.  The choice 
of the platform and environment of language practice contributes to the overall potential for 
language learning. In this chapter, the role of ideologies, identities, and capital in praxis and its 
effect on investment in language learning has been illustrated with data from tweets and 
interviews.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 
The research questions in this study were: 
1. How do the multiple identities of Egyptian Twitter users, the social contexts of their lives 
in Egypt, and the classroom and educational context shape their investment in using 
English?  
2. Is there a relationship between using the L2 as a medium of expression and the 
content/topic of the tweet among Egyptian Twitter users to position themselves in an EFL 
context? 
The cross examination of tweet analyses and interview transcriptions show that the four 
Egyptian Twitter users in this study use English to position themselves on Twitter and in their 
daily lives. All participants were educated in the same Egyptian private language school system, 
except for one participant educated in a Saudi Arabic public school system. Regardless, all 
participants agreed that their formal school education had little impact on their current use of 
English in their daily lives. They all agree it was their investment in American TV shows and 
music that has played a role in their language learning and familiarity with the Western culture, 
though practice and using the language may have come later in life for some of them. They also 
use English to position themselves when they are vulnerable, or to speak about certain topics 
related to their profession or hobbies. Moreover, they believe that their use of English has 
exposed them to the various cultures and ideologies as well as globalization, which fostered 
feelings of acceptance of change in the Egyptian society. In summary, the study concluded that 
the selected four Egyptian Twitter users participating in this study do use English to position 
themselves on Twitter and in their daily lives. 
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As for the second research question, this study found no clear distinction between 
tweeting about a topic and the corresponding language pattern to tweet in except with topics on 
Egyptian Culture, western culture, and profession. It appears that when tweeting about Egyptian 
culture and religion, the four users use Arabic more than English. However, when tweeting about 
western references and their profession, they use English more than Arabic. All the other topics 
lack a consistent linguistic pattern where there is a clear difference in the number of English and 
Arabic tweets. 
5.1 Pedagogical Implications 
The pedagogical implications of this study suggest that investment in language learning 
comes as a result of the intersection of ideology, capital and identity. Two of the participants of 
this study indicated that they were bullied and discriminated against when they spoke English at 
school outside English class, while three expressed fears of backlash for their opinions and 
thoughts if expressed on Facebook. Finding a safe platform for language practice seems crucial 
to investment in the language and provides vast opportunities for language practice, as it also 
emphasizes the importance of creating the most comfortable environment for students where 
they are afforded opportunities for self-expression in the target language without being exposed 
to racist, sexist, homophobic or bullying practices.  
Another suggested implication would be affording learners opportunities to search for an 
area of interest in the target language culture. Investment in the language with the four 
participants of this study was an initial goal since they were interested in movies, sports, or 
culture. This investment was different from one participant to another, but all participants found 
a way to expose themselves to the language and language culture and practiced using the L2 after 
this exposure with others who shared mutual interests. As a part of language learning, learners 
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should be provided with various sports, tv shows, music, fashion shows and other interests that 
could foster their interest and investment in the target language. Not all language learners will 
share the same interests; however, addressing a diversity of interests while focusing on L2 
teaching in the classroom can lead to their investment in the target language. In addition, 
teaching beyond the content of the textbook and introducing different aspects of the L2 world 
and culture will give learners access to explore further this language, to the point where their 
language practice may extend beyond the language classroom.  
5.2 Limitations of the Study and Future Research 
This study was a case study on a limited sample of Egyptian Twitter users. The results of 
this study may differ among other Egyptian Twitter users and do not represent the entire 
community. For future research, it would be helpful to further investigate this Egyptian Twitter 
user community while focusing on a certain topic with larger samples, for example cursing 
among both genders and its linguistic representation, especially with the rise of anonymous 
users. This study was limited to exploring language use on Twitter; however, it would be 
interesting to research other language patterns on other SNS platforms, and how they are 
compared to existing research on other platforms. It would also be interesting to explore the 
opposite of this sample, rather than Egyptian Twitter users invested in English, but American 
SNS users invested in Arabic and how they position themselves on SNS platforms in relation to 
Arabic. The topic of investment remains underrepresented, especially in explaining using the L2 
in an EFL setting, emphasizing the need for more studies on larger samples in this area. 
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APPENDIX B – INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 
Script prior to interview: Thanks again for being willing to participate in this part of the study. 
As I’ve mentioned before, the goal of this study is to gain an understanding of how Egyptian 
speakers of English use English on Twitter and how this relates to their identity and affects their 
perceptions to Egyptian society. This portion of the study will help me understand why you, and 
other participants, choose to tweet in English, and the topics you choose to tweet about. [Review 
aspects of the consent form/waiver.] By signing the consent form/waiver, you agreed to have this 
interview audio recorded if you took part in this portion of the study. Are you still okay with this 
conversation being recorded? If yes: Thank you! Feel free to tell me if there is any part of the 
interview that you don’t want recorded. If no: Thank you for letting me know. I will only take 
notes of our conversation. Before we get started, do you have any questions?  
 
Type of Question  Explanation of Type of 
Question  
Example of Type of Question  
Demographic 
Questions  
Questions on the participants age 
and education, specifically how 
they learned English and how they 
came to use Twitter.   
Could you tell me how old you 
are?  
So, where did you go to school?  
Do you have any memory of 
when you first starting learning 
English?  
Why did you join Twitter?  
In your tweets, you mention that 
you are still attending lectures, 
classes, and midterms. What are 
you currently majoring in?  
Did you use English frequently 
in your studies? 
What do you do?  
Have you lived anywhere 
besides Egypt? 
  
Ideology & Identity 
Based Questions  
Questions on the participant's 
perspective of certain ideologies 
in the Egyptian society based on 
research and newspapers.   
Some research studies on 
Egyptians and mental health 
concludes that there is often a 
stigma related to mental health 
in Egypt, people don't usually 
speak about their mental health 
issues freely, and they tend to 
disguise any relatives with 
mental health issues (Endrawes, 
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G., O'Brien, L., & Wilkes, L. 
(2007). How do you see this 
ideology?   
 
So recent research indicates that 
there is a gender gap between 
men and women in Egypt, what 
are your views on the matter? 
(Sieverding & Hassan, 2016; 
Sieverding, M. ,2012)  
Tweet Based 
Questions  
Showing the participant a certain 
tweet through screenshotting the 
tweet and sending it via the chat. 
Asking the participant clarifying 
questions.  
So, I noticed from these tweets 
that you tweet so much about 
American football! How long 
have you been watching 
American football? Do you 
play?  
